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PREFACE

In that chapter of Les Miserables describing the sewers of Paris,
Victor Hugo, writing in 1862, attributes the impoverishment of
France to unrcstored losses from her agricultural soils. The cost-
liest and most vital of these losses is nitrogen, an essential constit-
uent of protoplasm, to which the activities of all living plants in
large part must be referred.

Guided by the teachings of Liebig and other pioneers in agricul-
tural chemistry, the farmers of Europe sought to restore these losses
by means of fertilizers; and a great trade in guanos, nitrates, and
manufactured composts was developed for the purpose of main-
taining the productiveness of cultivated soils. But the guano
islands are now stripped of their rich accumulations, the nitrate
beds are approaching exhaustion, and home-made fertilizers remain
inadequate to the maintenance of fertility.

Processes have therefore been devised for the manufacture of
compounds from the inexhaustible nitrogen supply of the air, amount-
ing to nearly eight tons of this element for every square yard of the
earth's surface. Cyanamid, calcium nitrate and aluminium nitride,
resulting from three such processes, are the most important sub-
stances thus far produced for this purpose. These compounds,
however, require excessive amounts of electric energy for their man-
ufacture, and as yet can ,be produced commercially only under the
mOvSt favorable conditions.

Meantime, several species of soil bacteria have been discovered
which have the power, some to build up and others to destroy, useful
compounds of nitrogen in the soil. Finally, in 1886, Hellriegel
observed that certain bacteria living in the roots of peas and lupines
fixed atmospheric nitrogen; and this has since been found to occur
in the roots of all leguminous plants, including alfalfa. Legumi-
nous plants, therefore, are a means by which, during the production
of profitable crops, we may add nitrogen to agricultural soils without
the heavy outlay for commercial fertilizers otherwise necessary. It
is of interest m this connection to recall the compensating fact, that
a very high proportion of native Southwestern plants is leguminous,
about 300 out of 3000 species in Arizona belonging to this family.
These native legumes in our nitrogen-barren, desert soils are, doubt-



less, in Nature as in agriculture, beneficial to associated species, and
significant groups of leguminous with non-leguminous species are
common. Similarly, alfalfa, which, is exquisitely adapted to climatic
and cultural conditions in the Southwest, contributes nitrogen sup-
plies needed for the growth of other crops in our arid soils.

In estimating the fixation of nitrogen by alfalfa we may assume
that two-thirds of the nitrogen in the hay crop comes from the air.
On this assumption an annual product of ten tons of hay contains
about 250 pounds of atmospheric nitrogen. To manufacture an
equivalent quantity of calcium cyanamid, which at this time is the
most important commercial compound of atmospheric nitrogen,
would require about three-eighths horsepower years of electric ener-
gy. This amount of electric current would be sufficient to maintain
eleven 25-watt Mazda lamps in continuous operation. These, dis-
tributed throughout an acre of alfalfa, would be the visible energy
equivalent of nitrogen values quietly and surely received by the
alfalfa farmer through his crop. At commercial rates this nitrogen
would be worth about forty dollars.

In itself considered, alfalfa stands first among Southwestern
crops, being well suited to an irrigated and subtropical region; and
having many industrial applications. It is a quick and reliable
source of cash income from baled hay, honey and seed; it is the found-
ation of numerous feeding industries, alone or in advantageous
combinations with carbohydrate feeds; it is relished by every form
of livestock—poultry, ostriches, hogs, sheep, dairy cows, beef steers,
mules and horses; and it is adapted for use in various forms—loose
or baled hay, chopped feed or meal, as a soiling crop, as pasturage
or even as silage. These characters have made alfalfa chief of our
Southwestern crops, and as such it should be improved and special-
ized for various uses, its cultivation extended, its culture promoted,
and careful watch kept against insect pests and diseases which may
affect or threaten it.

But the greatest value of alfalfa lies, quite possibly, in its con-
tribution to the soil of nitrogen and organic matter, which prepares
the way for most other crops arid which assures us of well nigh ever-
lasting fertility for our agricultural soils. In this favored region,
therefote, the misgivings of agricultural philosophers stand disproved;
the defeats of agricultural commerce are forgotten; the costly ingenui-
ties of humankind are discounted; and the quiet agencies of Nature,
properly understood atid utilized, assure us that our days will be
lottg in the land which our $>atitnce has reclaimed.

SL H. P0RBHS.
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Alfalfa in the Southwest

By Geo. F, Freeman

INTRODUCTION
Every agricultural community has its staple product What

corn is to Illinois, wheat to Kansas and cotton to the Gulf states,
alfalfa is to Arizona. More than one-third of all her cultivated land
is devoted to its cultuie, and the revenues from it add more than
two millions of dollars annually to the wealth of her farmers. More
valuable than any other single crop, it forms the basis of the agri-
cultural wealth of the State,—the safeguard of cattlemen in times of
drought, the raw material for a growing dairy industry, the natural
food for fine, fat stock, and the conserves of soil fertility by its deeply
penetrating, nitrogen-gathering roots.

To serve the needs of the growers of this, Arizona's greatest crop,
is the purpose of this bulletin. It is proposed, therefore, in the follow-
ing pages, to bring together and coordinate those methods and prac-
tices which are now in operation on some of the more successful Ari-
zona farms, in order that practical farmers throughout the State may
profit by the experiences of others who have the same difficulties to
overcome and the same conditions to satisfy as themselves. Further-
more, it is proposed to include the results of experiments and obser-
vations made at this Station, and the stations of neighboring states
having similar soils and climate, together with the opinions of those
who have made special scientific study of this crop.

Finally, it is hoped to furnish herein a source of information
concerning the culture of alfalfa to those who may have recently
or shall, in the near future, come into the State out of entirely differ-
ent agricultural surroundings, and who are, therefore, wholly unfa-
miliar with the methods and practices necessary for success in this
soil and climate*

Considering the general informational nature of this bulletin the
writer has felt free to draw material from any source whatsoever
that may throw light on the questions and problems which may
confront the Arizona alfalfa grower. He has therefore taken advan-
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tao-e, not only of his own personal experience for fotn years in Arizona,
and several years m the alfalfa regions of tnc Central West, but also
of such other mtotmation as has been leceived from time to tune
through correspondence and personal contact with successful alfalfa
growers.

HISTORICAL SKETCH

As a commercial crop alfalfa has been grown in Arizona only
about forty years. The supposition is that alfalfa was first intro-
duced into southern Arizona and California by the pioneer Spanish
settlers at a much earlier date, but it was not until after 1854, when
it was received in San Francisco from Chile, that its commercial
production became general and of economic importance in the irri-
gated sections. That this same importation was probably the source
of the first alfalfa grown by Americans in Arizona, is strongly suggest-
ed by the fact that several of the earliest writers who mention this
crop speak of it as Chilian clover. Neither McCormick (Resources
of Arizona, 1865) nor Safford, Brinley and Campbell (Resources of
Arizona, 1871) mention alfalfa.

The first white settlement of the Salt River Valley began with
the opening of the Swilling ditch in 1868. The earliest definite
reference to alfalfa in Arizona which is known to the writer, came ten
years later and is that of Richard Hinton (Handbook of Arizona,
1878) who mentions it as growing near Florence. In the same paper
he states that between eight and ten thousand acres of land were
at that time under cultivation in the Salt River Valley, principally in
wheat and barley, and that of the latter 6,000,000 pounds were pro-
duced. He also speaks of the Mormon colony at Tcmpe as growing,
in addition to the cereals, peaches, grapes, tomatoes, melons, sweet
potatoes, sugar cane, cotton and tobacco, but no mention is made of
alfalfa. Again, alfalfa is not mentioned in Ms description of the crops
grown on the large San Ysidro ranch near Yuma, though he does
say that 500 tons of hay were produced, worth $40 a ton, In
1881, Patrick Hamilton in '*Resources of Arizona" speaks of it in
glowing terms. In the second edition of this work (1883) he states
that there were 24,000 tons of this crop grown on 3000 acres in the
Salt River Valley and that the Gila Valley produced 600 tons, IE
the same year there were 30,000 acres under irrigation in Maricopa
County. In 1910, when the area irrigated in the Salt River
Valley was 129571 acres, alfalfa occupied more than half of the total.
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In the same year the value of the alfalfa hay and seed produced in the
Territory was, in round numbers, *2,500,000 or about 50 percent of
the total value of all of the field crops including alfalfa, corn, wheat,
oats, barley, hay and such other cultures as potatoes, broom corn,
milo maize, etc. Within thirty years alfalfa is thus seen to have
risen from comparative insignificance to the most important place
in our agriculture. The reason for this quick rise of alfalfa to domi-
nance lies in its almost perfect adaptation to our soil and climate,
and to the abundance of rich forage which it produces. The experi-
ence of two thousand years has shown that it thrives best in the soils
and climate of arid and semi-arid regions. No crop is so perfectly
at home under irrigation and none so well adapted to withstand the
extremes of heat and atmospheric aridity to which it is often sub-
jected in this dry, sub-tropical country.

CULTURE OF ALFALFA

SOILS

ALFALFA IN ARIZONA SOILS

Alfalfa may be grown successfully on most types of soils found in
Arizona. Along the rivers, it will flourish in the light Pecos sands;1

it is at home in the Glendale loess or the dark loams of the Gila
and the Santa Cruz. It produces good yields in gravelly loams, in
stiff adobe and even in the heavy jointed clays of some of the upland
districts. It is little affected by altitudes encountered within the
farming sections of Arizona. It succeeds in the vicinity of Yuma
not more than 50 to 100 feet above sea level, and in the valleys
around Prescott at elevations of 6,000 feet.

SITUATIONS IN WHICH ALFALFA WILL NOT THRIVE

Where the soil is constantly saturated with moisture, or where
the water table is less than two feet below the surface, alfalfa is not
successful. Such soils in Arizona are usually too alkaline. Wherever
the ground water is in continuous capillary connection with the sur-
face, the great evaporating power of our dry atmosphere soon causes
an excessive accumulation of soluble mineral salts. Concerning this
matter Dr. Samuel Fortier says 2 "There is some difference of opin-
ion as to what depth below the surface marks the danger line for
alfalfa. It has been shown by Dr. Loughridge, of the University

1, See Ariz Bui No 40 _ _ ir . XT2. Samuel Fortier Irrigation of Alfalfa U S Dept of Agriculture Farmers Bulletin No.
373, p 45,
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of California, and by other soil physicists* that water may be with
dra^n by capillarity from soil to depths varying from 4 to nearly
5 feet, depending on the character of the soil. This fact has an im-
portant bearing on the subject, because when the ground water is
brought to the surface and evaporated, the salts held in solution are
deposited at or near the surface. If these salts contain much sodium
carbonate, sulphate, or even sodium chloride, all of which are grouped
under the common term alkali, the crust formed by them will in
time destroy the alfalfa. It may be stated, therefore, that when
alkali is present in harmful quantities in the ground water it should
not be allowed to rise nearer than four feet below the surface.

"In soils free from alkali but saturated with water, there is not
the same necessity for holding the ground water continuously below
a so-called danger line. In parts of Kern County, CaL, the ground
water sinks to eight feet below the surface of alfalfa fields in summer,
but rises to within 1.5 feet of the surface in winter. There is no indi-
cation of root rot and the plants have retained their full vigor. Num-
erous cases might be cited to show that the rise of water to within a
(foot or two of the surface for comparatively short periods of time,
does little injury to the plants On the other hand, wherever water
stands continuously during the irrigation season within a few feet
of the surface it is pretty certain to kill alfalfa in three years or less."
Saturated soils, or soils from which there is poor tinder-drainage, are
not well aerated. The tap roots, which have been known to extend
8 to 12 feet beneath the surface, must have a soil well supplied
with air to a great depth m order that they may obtain oxygen
for respiration. This respiration, or breathing, is necessary for the
growth and health of the roots. Without air they are sickly, sub-
ject to disease, and unable to nourish well the tubercle-form ing
bacteria by means of which they store up atmospheric nitrogen,
enriching thereby not only the hay crops produced but also the land
on which these crops grow. It may be here mentioned that root
rot and other soil diseases are much more prevalent on these water-
soaked, heavy or poorly drained lands. Although alfalfa can per-
haps do more than any other crop in penetrating and loosening up
compact subsoils, it cannot do this where the subsoils are water*
soaked. When it is not naturally present good drainage must,
therefore, be provided for all ground where alfalfa is to be planted
and if this cannot be done it is useless to sow the seed.
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ALKALI

While not so resistant as sugar beets or barley, alfalfa may be
grown in soil containing considerable alkali when once a stand has
been secured. Thomas H. Kearney1 says that on land containing
not more than 0.6 percent total salts, alfalfa will make a fair
growth. Buffum2 states that " Alfalfa will grow in the presence
of 1 percent white alkali provided the water level is not nearer the
surface than two or three feet." Young alfalfa is much more
sensitive than old. *' On land containing 0.2 to 0.4 percent of total
soluble solids, and from .05 to 0.1 percent of black alkali, alfalfa,
when well started, grows but it is often difficult to secure a good
stand. Often a heavy irrigation just before seeding will result
in a movement of the salts towards the subsoil and by the time
they return to the surface the crop may have sufficient stand and
vitality to endure the injurious effects of the salt. "3 After the field
is once established, heavy growths of alfalfa will retard surface evapo-
ration and prevent, largely, excessive re-accumulation of alkali. The
different alkaline salts are not equally injurious. Alfalfa can endure
seven to ten times as much of sodium sulphate, and four or five times
as much of the chlorides as it can of tjie carbonate. The limit of
tolerance depends not only on the total alkali present, but also upon
the chemical nature of the salts which make it up. When there is
but a trace of black alkali (carbonates) and the salts present are
principally of the white form (sulphates and chlorides), alfalfa may
be healthy where the concentration amounts to 0.5 percent of the
total dry weight of the soil; but when sodium carbonate or bicarbon-
ate makes up the whole or eve a a considerable proportion of the
soluble matter, as little as 0,1 percent may be decidedly injuri-
ous. Disregarding pot experiments and water cultures, the writer
has collected and coordinated all of the available reports of tests
of alfalfa on alkali land which have been published by the Ameri-
can Experiment Stations up to 1911. The following table gives
in a condensed form the results of this collation. The figures repre-
sent the maximum quantities of the given salts when present alone
or in conjunction with only very small quantities of the other two.
The different columns are entirely independent, and the total does
not represent the sum of the quantities given in the other columns,
but shows the greatest amount of total soluble solids allowable in
any case. These maxima could, therefore, only be approached
whenthe

1. 1$Mm«a H SMw ty» & **ept Agr Farmers Bulletin No. 446
& - C Baffttin. Wyotei»« Bulletin 39 (1898), p 47
&, I?* & pqpt, Agn Bweat* of Soils, Bui 35, p 24
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LIMITS OF

Mature .Jialfa

Maximum quantity Limit of
•where healthv tolerance

alfalfa was found for growth

Young alfalf i

Maximum quantity
\vhere healthy

alfalfa was found
Salt !

Sulphates

Carbonates

Chlorides

Total

Percent
based
on dry

soil

(2)

(1)
OS
4 JC6)

(2) (7)
50

Pounds
per acre
4 ft deep

Pucent
based

on drji
soil

|
| (1X5)

73<iOO

12800

13200

80000

70
(i)

10
(7)

50

(3) (7)
i oo

Pounds
ptr acre
4 ft deep

112000

16000

80000

160000

Percent
based
on dry

soil

(2)
10
(2)

05

27

(2) (6)
27

Pounds
per acre

4 ft deep

10000

8000

43200

43200

Limit of
tolerance

for growth

Perctnt
based
on dr>

soil

(2)
21

U)
01

50

(7)
50

Pounds
per acre
I ft deep

3S K)0

8000

soooo

80000

NOTE—Lack of uniformity in methods of determining alkali salts m soils affect
results within wide limits of error This table is therefore subject to re\ ision after allow ance for
discrepancies between analytical methods has been made ^ee Ariz Agr IJxp Station 21th Ann
Report, p 276

1 U S Dept Agr Bur Soils Bui 35, p 23, 24
2 Calif Agr Exp Sta Bui 1JJ, p 27
3 Wyoming Agr Exp Sta Bui 39, p 47
4 Montana Agr Exp Sta Bui 54, p 102
5 Hilgard, Soils, p 467
6 Wyoming Agr Exp Sta Bui 43 p 75
7 U S Dept Agr Bureau Soils, Bui 34, p 10

ACID SOILS

The nitrogen gathering bacteria that live in the roots of alfalfa
will not thrive in acid soils. For this reason such lands give unpro-
fitable yields of alfalfa. Soils seldom derive their acidity from the de-
composition of the rock from which they were originally formed.
Sourness is usually brought about by over-drainage, by prolonged
use of what are called physiologically sour1 fertilizers such as muriate
of potash or ammonium sulphate, or by the partial decomposition
of vegetable matter in a water- soaked soil. The latter is the more
frequent cause. The writer is not aware of any Arizona soils that
are naturally acid. There is little danger of acidity from the other
causes mentioned, for the reason that almost no commercial fertilizers
are used within the State, and neither rain nor irrigation is usually
so abundant as to over-leach the soil Sourness due to the decompo-
sition of vegetable matter in the presence of an excess of moisture
Is extremely unlikely for the following two reasons: (1) Practi-
cally all Arizona soils are abundantly supplied with carbom-
ate of lime sufficient in amount to counteract the acidity due

p. m a Wd Twfcw, Acidity of XJ^an4 Soils. AW. 3St^tit/t ....... Sx|* 'sta,
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to decomposing vegetable matter for an indefinite period. (2) All
of our irrigating waters, whether from wells or rivers, contain
in solution enough lime to make up any deficiency there might be
in the soil. Taking as an example the water of the Salt &River
and estimating a use of 4 5 feet a year, there would be added
to the soil 1215 pounds of lime an acre annually. (See Ariz BuL
44. p. 174). This is more than enough to counteract any amount
of acidity that is liable to be produced by decaying organic matter
during one season. Where the irrigating water is not sufficient to
correct the acidity, or where the crops are grown upon the natural
rainfall as in the Central and Eastern states, sour soils may be made
fit for alfalfa by the application of caustic lime or ground lime-
stone. Such applications are made every two to four years.

SUCK SPOTS

Alfalfa fields sometimes show spots where the stand dies out or
makes a very poor growth. Where the normal growth is 15 to 20
inches high these spots frequently show a recovery of but three
or four inches. They are usually found to be dry and hard even
within a few days after a thorough irrigation. Farmers call these
areas "'slick spots" and usually attribute them to alkali. Such
may be the case where the ground water is close to the surface. The
accumulation of alkali in these situations has been discussed in a
former paragraph. Thorough under-drainage followed by flooding
will usually reclaim these areas without great difficulty.

There are slick spots, however, occurring on high land, which
cannot so easily be ascribed to alkali. In these cases alkali, if present,
must be considered as a result rather than a cause of the slick
spot. The primary causes of these slick spots are two,—the first,
a soil condition occurring naturally, and the second, a lack of prepar-
ation of the land on the part of the farmer. Although unseen above,
areas of hard-pan frequently occur within a foot or two of the surface.
These may be due to the accumulation of very fine silt and clay de-
posited from still water in a former depression, which has since been
covered by the ordinary valley fill. These deposits of clay and silt
become very firmly cemented together so that not only are theyjdiffi-
cultly penetrated by water, but also they are resistant to the down-
ward growth of even as vigorous a tap root as that of alfalfa. In
this regard Scofieldand Rodgers1 have the following to say concerning
tands within the Truekee-Carson Project in Nevada: * 'In some cases

1» Ca$ &„ ScoHtld And $ J* Xtogcam. The Truckee-Carson Experiment Farm, XT. S. Dept.
4gr. 38w Plsrat Xpdttfftry, BtiL N"o 157, (1909) p 21
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the soil on these clay flats contains alkali, but this is by no means
always the case, m fact, the larger part of the trouble with these soils
seems to be due to their mechanical rather than their chemical com-
position.

The relative impenetrability of soils of this hard land is well
illustrated by an investigation made m an alfalfa field adjacent to
the Experiment Station Farm. The field as a whole was fairly good,
but it contained a number of spots irregular in size and shape, where
the alfalfa plants were only from three to six inches high, while on
the remainder of the field the plants grew to a height of thirty or
more inches.

The boundaries of these areas of poor growth were found to be
sharply defined. Thus, in a distance of 4 feet, plants would in-
crease in height from 3 to 30 inches. An examination of the poor
spots, as compared with the areas where the growth was good, showed
that in the poor spots the alfalfa roots did not penetrate beyond 10
inches, while on the land where the alfalfa was good the roots pene-
trated to a depth of 3 feet or more. The roots on the small plants
were apparently unable to penetrate the hard soil beyond the depth
of ten inches. At this point many of the tap roots branched and
spread out irregularly, instead of pushing on into the subsoil as they
usually do,

A careful comparison of the good and poor spots in this field
showed the soil of the poor spots to be very slightly finer in texture,
containing a larger proportion of clay. It was apparent, however,
that the chief difficulty on these poor spots was that the irrigation
water had not penetrated beyond the depth to which the roots were
found to have extended and only the upper 8 inches were found to
be wet. Below this depth a layer of soil about 1 foot thick was very
hard, the particles being cemented together. Below this hard layer
the soil was more open, and at a depth of about 4 feet the under-
ground water was reached.

An examination of the soil to determine the salt content in the
good and poor spots brought out the fact that in the good soil the
percentage of soluble material was very much, lower than in the poor
soil, and particularly was this difference marked at the lower limit
of water penetration. The indications were that in the poor spots
the irrigation water had failed to penetrate the soil to join the water
table, and thus carry down the excess salt." Such soils can only be
reclaimed by the breaking up or deep smbsoiling of the hardpan
layer. In some cases it has "been found profitable to use dynamite,
Again, soiro forms #f tatxl£*ja e*& b$ aad dtooived by very
heavy and continued irrigation, (SqaScofidd
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When improperly leveled, slight knolls are likely to be left
amounting to probably not more than 2 or 3 inches. Although
they may be lightly covered during irrigation so that they are un-
noticed by the farmer, the water passes quickly over them and soon
drains away leaving little to penetrate the soil. The ground is
therefore not wet deeply. While a stand of young alfalfa may be
secured on these areas, the roots do not penetrate deeper than the
shallow surface moisture. The lower layers, therefore, remain dry,
fail to be loosened up by the roots, and so become more compact.
The small amount of water retained in irrigation is soon lost by evapo-
ration through the almost perfect capillary system now formed
by the compact soil, and this is further aided by the fact that the
scanty growth of alfalfa allows almost full play of sun and wind on
the naked surface. It is thus seen that when once started the slick
spot intensifies itself, the dryness promoting compactness and lack
of vegetable matter, which in turn augments dryness by perfecting
the capillary system and exposing the soil to the full effect of the sun.
The effect is nearly the same whether these dry spots have for their
origin the improper leveling of the soil, or the poor preparation of
the seedbed, whereby local areas may be left unplowed and hard.
The harrow and the disk may pulverize the surface so that they are
not noticed at seeding time, but the unbroken soil beneath often
serves as the beginning of a hard or slick spot which intensifies itself
in the manner above described. This is especially true where the
irrigating water contains some alkali. The failure of the water
to penetrate the deeper layers and unite with the ground moisture,
thereby carrying downward the excess of salt, and its constant
evaporation at the surface, has a tendency to cause an accumulation
of soluble matter, often to a harmful extent. Indeed, black alkali
deflocculates and makes plastic the soil and renders it still more im-
pervious to irrigating water, without having greatly lessened its ability
to lose moisture by evaporation. If taken before an excessive ac-
cumulation of alkali has occurred, these slick spots may be overcome
easily by proper leveling, deep cultivation, and addition of organic
matter in the form of liberal applications of stable manure well
worked into the soil to the depth of at least one foot. The condition
of certain areas in the alfalfa fields on the Experiment Station farm
at Phoenix well illustrates the nature of slick spots, which were
due originally to improper leveling. These spots, which were on
Plots 4 and 35, were 3 inches and 1.5 inches above the sur-
rounding field, respectively. The alfalfa on the first was 4 inches
high while that surrounding it was about 25 inches high. On the
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other slick spots the alfalfa averaged about 3 inches, and that sur-
rounding it about 14 inches. During a certain irrigation the water
stood 1 inch deep over the slick spot on Plot 4, and 2.5 inches deep
over the slick spot on Plot 35. The depth of water over the normal
area was 4 inches in both cases. Nine days later, June 11, the mois-
ture content of the first 3 feet of soil, the hardness, and the water
absorbing power of these soils, in place, were tested with the follow-
ing results*

MECHANICAL AND MOISTURE CONDITIONS OF SOILS OF " SLICK SPOTS"

Plot 4

Plot 35

Moisture
content 1st
three ft soil

Slick spot
Normal
Slick spot
Normal

4 01
9 28
3 59

i 11 16

Downward perco-
lation of water in

6 inch cylinder

3 13 in per hr
1 83 " " "
2 99 " " "
2 75 " " "

Iron pm
driven m ten
equal strokes

13 25 in
23 00 "
12 75 "
26 85 "

The differences in moisture content of these areas are amply
sufficient to account for the differences in the growth of the crop.
The cause of the deficiency of the slick spots was not the inability
of the surface soil to absorb moisture, but lay in the fact that their
slight elevations caused them to get less water and that their greater
compactness and exposure caused this moisture to be more quickly
lost by evaporation. The remedy for these slick spots is therefore
clearly set forth in the above paragraph,

PREPARATION OF LAND FOR IRRIGATION

The preparation of land to receive alfalfa cannot be considered
too carefully It has already been shown how improper leveling
may give rise to slick spots. The unequal distribution of water is
not only wasteful but contributes to unevenness in stand, the drown-
ing of the crop in one place, and its starvation from drought in an-
other. Into the places where the alfalfa dies out weeds soon find
their way to stock with seed and infest the whole field.

CW&AIUNG

Before leveling, the ground must be rid of brush and such shrub-
by growth as may be present to interfere with the work. Heavy
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mesquite, catsclaw, etc., will have to be grubbed out by hand or else
torn up with a stump puller. Estimating the hand grubbing at 30
cents a tree, this cost may run as high as $100 an acre according
to the thickness of the stand. The usual cost is from $5 to $45
an acre on ordinary mesquite land. It must be remembered that
unless the wood has been removed previously, its value will partly
compensate for the extra cost of clearing, and also that the presence
of a thick stand of timber is a good indication of fertility. Brushy
land can be cleared by dragging a heavy log or railroad iron across
it, going once in each direction. After being broken off in this man-
ner the loose trash can be raked up and burned. Only the heavy
roots will have to be grubbed out, as the smaller ones will be torn up
by the plow. Plowing should be to a depth of 10 to 12 inches,
if possible. A heavy plow of the mould-board type should be used,
and the team should be heavy,—three or four good animals. With
such an outfit better work can be done and much expense in hand
grubbing saved. Torn up stumps, roots and other trash should
again be removed, when the land is ready to be graded. The field
should be brought to a uniform slope away from the most elevated
side, along which the supply ditch will be located.

METHODS OF IRRIGATION

The nature of the leveling work to be done will depend quite
largely upon the method of irrigation to be followed. In the Yakima
Valley in Washington alfalfa is irrigated largely by the furrow method
since the soil is a very fine clay loam which puddles when wet and
cracks open when dry. Running a small stream in the bottom of a fur-
row enab es the irrigator to wet the soil for some distance below and on
each side lof the furrow and leave the surface comparatively dry. This
system is not much used in Arizona and could be of possible advan-
tage only on very stiff land, and where the head of water used is
very small. Large areas of alfalfa in California are irrigated in
checks. By this method certain pieces of ground are completely
enclosed by levees 8 to 12 inches high. These enclosed areas are
filled with water which is then allowed to soak into the soil. This
method is suited to very stiff impenetrable soils upon which the water
must be confined to make it soak in, and also to the use of large
heads of water on nearly level land. It is little practiced in Arizona
at the present time and the writer knows of but few situations in
which it might be advantageous. Flooding from contour field lat-
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erals is much used in Colorado, Utah, Montana and Wyoming. This
method is adapted to very steep land, being used on grades as steep
as 25 percent. In this method there is no attempt made to
change the natural slope of the ground, only the small unevennesses
being smoothed out. Ditches are run at intervals across the slope,
usually 75 to 200 feet apart, and the ground below each ditch is
watered by checking the flow with canvas or dirt dams and forcing
it out over the banks of the ditch. In Arizona, \\here an abundance
of more suitable land is available, little attempt is made to make use
of such unfavorable situations for growing alfalfa. This method is,
therefore, not further considered.1

Irrigation by the border method is in almost universal use
among the alfalfa growers of Arizona and it is coming into more
general use in California. This is due to the ease and economy
with which medium or large heads of -water can be handled, to the low
initial cost of preparing the ground, and to the fact that it is suitable
for use where the rotation of alfalfa with cultivated crops is practiced.
By this method the land is watered in strips extending away from
the supply ditch, usually in the direction of the greatest slope. The
water is confined within the strip by means of " borders" or low
ridges. These ridges may be formed with a buck scraper. After
leveling, the scraper is run lightly at right angles to the slope.
In each passage to and fro across the field, the scraper is dumped
at each of the points where it is desired to build borders. This
process is continued until enough soil has been collected to construct
ridges of the desired height. After the rough formation of the ridges
by the scraper they may be finished into shape with a shovel, or on
a large scale with a harrow, wooden drag or V shaped ridger. In
this latter tool, the apex of the V is left open and it i*. pulled with
the largest opening forward. In addition to the side boards, boards
on top will leave a ridge firmed and uniform on the top as well as the
sides. The border ridges, when first made, are 10 to 12 inches
high and 3 to 5 feet wide at the base. By the end of the first
year, however, they have usually settled to 6 to 8 inches in height
which is ample for most situations.

The border ridges may be formed quickly with a turning plow by
throwing together four to six furrows. The open furrows left by the
plow are then filled by means of a disk or drag-harrow. It is nearly
impossible to do this satisfactorily, however, so that the borders next
to the ridges are usually left slightly lower than the center. This

For a more complete discussion of the methods of irrigation In practice a«o»g aHaH*
growers of TOOW section*, see P^rtier, SWUM!, Itngrton of Alfalfa, U« & D«pt of Agr. Far-
mer's Bui No, 3Y3 (1909).
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causes the water to run faster at the sides than at the centers of the
borders and results in uneven irrigation or waste of water. For
these reasons the scraper is much to be preferred to the plow in the
formation of borders, since with the former the land is left perfectly
level between the ridges.

LKNGTH AND WIDTH OF LANDS

The desirable length and width of these border strips or lands
depend entirely upon the nature of the soil, the slope, and the head
of water to be used. The larger the head of water, the broader and
longer may the lands be. This method of irrigation is not often
used with heads of water less than 2 cubic feet (80 miners inches) per
second. In such cases the lands should be narrow (25 to 30 feet) and
the length not greater than 400 to 600 feet. With larger heads,
amounting to 5 to 10 cubic feet per second, the lands may be 50 to 60
feet wide and the length 1,000 to 1,500 feet. On steep ground or stiff
soil into which the water percolates slowly, the length of the border
may be greater than on the more open loams or sandy soils. Where
the ground is very open or sandy much water will be wasted by per-
colation and lost in the underflow before it can be carried to the end
of long lands. This difficulty is overcome by using a larger head
to force the water over the field more rapidly, by confining it in
narrower lands and by shortening the length of the lands,

The amount of slope is usually determined by the natural "lay'*
of the field. It cannot be changed materially without heavy ex-
pense in grading. On land which is too steep to allow the water to
flow down the highest grade, the most economical method of correct-
ing the defect will be to run the borders diagonally across the slope
in a direction which will secure the proper fall. Each land is then
leveled transversely. The field is thus terraced, each land forming
a terrace. Where the strips are not made too wide this leveling can
usually be done with a hillside plow, going over the land two or three
times and turning the soil down hill at each furrow, after which it
can be finished with an ordinary drag and harrow.

The slope usually preferred in the Salt River Valley is 20 to 45
inches per thousand feet. Some fields are irrigated where the slope
amounts to 5 inches in 100 feet. Unless the land is very porous or
the borders extremely long and narrow such a slope will allow but
little penetration and hence the roots of the alfalfa will be short,
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the yields poor, and the .. tand liable to be injured by hot we'llher. 
Sandy and porous loam soils into which the watl'r percolates readily 
may have almost any amount of .. lope below that which would cause 
washing. ~lany irrigators prdtr that the land should be ~rfectly 
leyel or with only sllfHeient slope to allow slow drainage and prevent 
collection of lhe waler into standing pools. On porow; land with 
good IIlldl'r·drainage no harm call come from flooding perfectly 
leyel borders. Tn .. uch cases, h()wtYl.'r, a largu Ill'ad of water and 
higher borders are needed in order to forcc the: watct OH't thr entire 
tract as promptly as possible. pn':Hntillg a waste by percolation 

• 

ncar the head of the hordl'r and ,i 10,; in yidd In- iu.,;ullkil.'llt irri+ 
gation at tlw other end. On stiff soil~ that arc 1e\"(:I, lhl'n' is less 
dan~et of wtht" of water, nr diiTIl'Ulty ill forcing tlll' water throughout 
the length of tll(, h"n\l-r. In fad, lwre til\' la('k of !-Iulle has the ad· 
\lfilltagl' in (,:1U~itu~ th\· wah'r to sLand Iflll,[:t'r 011 the gro1lnd. lherl'by 
wdtjn~ to a ,:::r(:iit('r (iL'pth than wmlld ()tJll'rwi~e be pns~iblc. The 
ouly dang(Or ill sud) ~ituatilJns h that wh",n.' too IlIl:dl water i~ ap
plied. it may not b .. able to get away. tJwn'h~' t'olkctillg in the lower 
places and formillg ponds wbi("h ullirnatl"lv may dro\\n tlie alfalfa, 
and ptom()tc th(· infe~tali()n of the fidtl hy a j.;tO\\ tll uf wlltcr grass, 
dock and otl11't \l'l'ck In ~\lI.-"h ca.s.c:s &rtiticial draiuage ~hould be 
pw\,id{·d. 
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LI';VEL!XG IMPL1::MBNTS 

Where the land is n:ry UllCHll tbe grawng will bave to be done 
before the borders arc laid off. When necessary to carry thct dirt 
for a {'(msidemble distallce '>mnc form of wheel scmper i'i essential. 
Tlt(, OIlI: most commonly u",:d ill Ari1.ollil is the Fresno scraper, 
!>udl il'j b in cummon u<.;c Oil railroad and other heavy grading 
work \rhl:f~ the di"tam-(- is ~ltnrt tlw buck SC'ra~r is in commoft \lSt-, 

1t is mor{; .. imph: in {'onstfl.lctil;lI and is dlcaper. Witll the aid of a 
Jocal black .. rnitlt this tool may be mad" at home. Small irrt'gulari· 

til'S dUl' to stUlllp hf.h nm! ridg-,''', lllll'\"tnll('!' ill pluwing, l'le, can 
b~ "'1I1()"UlI'l\ 111It hy III ',1'- <>1 a h/)fl'I~'marl<! !Ira/.: Of raft 

.\ikr tlw stu 1111's Hnd hrll~h art' fl'ulOn:d from thl' land the (:(lst 
llf 1)111"111>;, Il'n'lill~ alit! tlir()\\in;,: up til'.' borders will d,,'pcnd "'lItircly 
Ul'llll the un:lJunl d ;.:rmJilig to Ie d(,l1C" When' 110 other finishing 
is refluin"d thaTl lllUy he ;Ll"<"Olllplhlwd b~" thc rah, thi!< t,u.£:ht nut 
to l'ost mOn" than~.J to !'r) an ~t(:n;. Whcrc mll(:h suil i'l to he lIIovcd 
,aal it i,.. Ill:n,:"slr~ to 1l"1; tho Fn:!-110 or hUl"k "~Tapl"r. lilt' (0,,1 will 
Ill" pr"l)(,rti{'l h I)' hi~l\l"r. (:rdinarilv the l"O"t will h~ from $;; 
to SI;I ~11 llT hut ,dll"n' ti:ue 'Ire li1an~' liullitnot'k,," sr::all ridgocs, 
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or trees surrounded by wind driven sands, the expense of preparation
for irrigation may be as much as $40 or $50 an acre or even more.

SETTLING

Cn soil which is ordinarily very loose or \\hcre much grading
has been dene, it is not best to plant alfalfa the first year after prepar-
ation This is due to the fact that oftentimes the soil will settle to
such an extent that the crop cannot be evenly watered. The writer
observed a field in the Gila Valley where alfalfa had been planted
on new ground that was very porous. The leveling had been care-
fully attended to before planting and a perfect stand secured through-
out the field. After a few heavy irrigations, however, several spots
in the field began to settle. One area of about three acres settled
nearly six inches and caused a pond to be formed every time the field
was irrigated. The alfalfa in the lower parts of this area soon died
out and its place was taken by water grass. The writer has also
observed several instances where similar settling has occurred in
the loose dirt where a foot or more of fill has been made. In such
situations it is best to grow some temporary crop as corn, barley or
beans the first season. When the ground has been thoroughly wet
to a depth of 8 or 10 feet no further settling is likely, and it may
be re-leveled, bordered, and planted to alfalfa with a better assur-
ance of permanence. Firmer, well settled soils are not open to this
difficulty and may be planted to alfalfa at once after clearing and
leveling. The writer has seen many excellent fields of alfalfa that
were planted in raw land.

PREPARATION OF SEEDBED AND PLANTING

Where alfalfa is sown on land that is already tinder cultivation,
It is convenient to have it follow some crop that comes off in early
summer, such as potatoes, sugar beets, spring sown beans or tcparies,
or a winter grain such as wheat or barley.

As soon as the preceding crop is off, the land should be given a
shallow plowing or disking and a thorough irrigation. This will
promote the germination of the weed seeds present. Before the seeds
from the crop of weeds are ripe, the ground should be given a thor-
ough plowing, 8 to 12 inches deep if possible. If the border ridge®
were destroyed in plowing, they should now be reconstructed. The
space between the borders should be thoroughly pulverized with the
disk and drag-harrow and a fine, smooth and kvfcl (across the landa)
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seedbed prepared. In this condition it may remain dry until just
before planting. When the planting season arrives the ground
should first be thoroughly irrigated. As soon thereafter as it will do
to go on the ground the seed should be put in.

SEEDING

A more even and perfect stand can be secured by the use of a
press drill. The seed should be covered 1 to 1.5 inches deep and
the machine set to sow 10 to 15 pounds an acre. Where a press
drill is not available any form of hand seeder may be used or the
seed may even be broadcasted by hand. By hand, the seed is sown

j^g 3 —Raft or drag leveler (Drawn by A L

on the surface of the ground and covered by means of a drag, disk,
or spring-tooth harrow. It will generally be necessary to run the
harrow over the field and then cross harrow in order to cover the seed
sufficiently. Many farmers have successfully covered their surface
sown alfalfa seed by dragging brush over the fields, going over it
from one to three times; but at best this is a crude method and should
be replaced by a better one wherever possible.

Sown in the above manner on soil which has been deeply and
thoroughly saturated, the seed should cotne up without further atten-
tion, If possible it is far better to have the plants cptne up with
this preparation th&n to give a second irrigation before they have
reached the surface, since there will be left a loose mulch through
which the delicate seedlings pusJa their way without difficulty. The
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surface mulch, moreover, prevents the rapid drying of the lower
soil layers, and the tap roots of the young plauts are able to push
downward, keeping pace with the receding moist layers. The plants
are thus induced to send their roots down from the very begin-
ning, establishing themselves more permanently than will plants
that have been furnished with a continuous supply of surface mois-
ture. In this way the plants may become twro or three inches high
before a second watering. They are then much less liable to be
covered by silt, or to washing of the surface during irrigation, than
are plants that must be irrigated soon after they come up.

It sometimes occurs, however, that a second irrigation will be
necessary to bring up the seed. In such a case care and subsequent
attention will be necessary to secure and maintain a stand. After
the soil is once wet and the surface mulch destroyed, it must be kept
constantly damp until the plants are out of the ground, since if a
crui>t is allowed to form the seedlings will be unable to break through.
Moreover, even after the stand is up, the compact and now unshaded
upper surface will promote evaporation. Frequent irrigations will
therefore be necessary until the alfalfa is large enough to begin to
shade the surface and in these irrigations, especially when the plants
are very small, much of the stand is covered with silt or mud and
destroyed Moreover, as already stated, such L^quent irrigation
tends to the development of a shallow root system, a defect from
which the alfalfa may not recover in the course of several years.

COST Otf PREPARING THE? S^HDB^D AND PLANTING

It is easier and cheaper to kill weeds before planting than after-
wards, or than to ha\e them levy an annual tax upon the income
through decreasing yields. Perennial weeds should be destroyed by
withholding water from the soil and by following with repeated
plowing and harrowing during the dry season until all of the roots of
the objectionable plants have been killed. Where the soil is full of the
seeds of troublesome annuals, it should be plowed, irrigated and
disked or harrowed until all of these noxious seeds have been induced
to sprout and are destroyed.

The cost of preparing the seedbed and sowing the seed is vari-
able and depends upon the season, the nature of the soil and the pre-
ceding crops. Where the land is rough, foul with weeds, and needs
much leveling, or the soil is stiff and difficult to form into a good seed-
bed, the cost will manifestly be relatively high, The following state-
ra$at$ are offered &$ approximate estimates of the cost of preparing
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and seeding an acre of alfalfa on old ground. The two columns are
intended to cover the ordinary range in this cost as influenced by
the factors of soil, season, amount of leveling required, weeds, price
of labor, etc., that might be expected under average Arizona condi-
tions. The items of expense are given in the order in which they
most likely occur.

Double disking after removal of preceding crop $ 1.00
Irrigation. , 25
Irrigation $ 25 .25
Plowing.. 2 00 2.00
Harrowing and bordering 50 1.00
Disking and le\ elmg 1 00 5 00
Irrigation 25 25

Ten to twenty pounds alfalfa seed @ 15c 1 50 3.00
Drilling . 25 .75

$ 5 75 $13.50

In the case of land infested with Johnson or bermuda grass*
where it becomes necessary to fallow without irrigation through-
out the preceding winter or spring, the cost will, of course, be cor-
respondingly increased. For this purpose each additional plowing
may be estimated at $2 an acre, disking at 50 cents and harrowing at
25 cents an acre.

TIME TO sow

Alfalfa can be sown in Arizona with a good chance of success
during any month from September to May. If planted during the
warmer months the ground loses moisture so fast that it will dry out
deeper than one dares to plant the seed before it has time to
germinate. When, however, the seed is again irrigated before coming
up, the ground bakes around the seedlings so tightly that they are
unable to force their way to the surface. Stands may be secured
in the hottest weather, but in order to do so the seed must be planted
shallow and then watered every two or three days until the
plants are up. Such a proceeding would be impracticable in large
fields. Alfalfa is therefore best planted during the cooler weather
of fall, winter or spring, when evaporation is not so great. The con-
ditions are then usually such that the seed may be planted on a
moist and well prepared seedbed that will retain its moisture long
enough to bring up the plants without further irrigation. When,
however, a second irrigation is necessary, the ground does not bake so
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quickly and the seedlings will, for the most part, get through the sur-
face before a crust is formed. Good stands of alfalfa that were
seeded in winter (late November to February 1) are common, but
seeding during this season is risky on account of frost injury. If a
hard freeze occurs soon after the alfalfa gets through the surface,
when it yet has but two leaves, and especially when the soil is damp
from recent irrigation or winter rains, a large proportion of the young
plants may be killed. The writer knows of an instance where a
beautiful stand of forty acres was destroyed in this way. After the
young plants have three or more leaves, no degree of cold occurring
in Arizona is likely to injure them.

Good stands can be secured during February and March. Spring
planting, however, is open to the disadvantage that the young plants
go into the hottest and dryest part of the summer (May and June)
with poorly developed root systems. The taproots have not yet
penetrated deeply and if a shortage of water should occur (which is
more liable at this season than any other), the plants suffer from
drought and the stand is apt to be seriously depleted. Moreover,
spring planted alfalfa gives but light yields the first season and re-
quires more frequent irrigation and greater attention than that which
is planted earlier.

The best time to plant alfalfa is from September to November
inclusive, according to season and locality. Planted at this time
the young seedlings, favored by the mild temperatures of our autumn
climate, get sufficient start not to be injured by the sharp frosts of
December and January. The labor and expense of frequent irriga-
tions are made unnecessary by low evaporation during the cool
weather, and this is further reduced by the moisture obtained from
whatever winter rains that may occur. While the 4tops grow but
little during the cold season, the root systems are developing steadily.
The alfalfa, therefore, goes into the hot, dry period of early summer
with wide spreading and deeply penetrating roots, This enables it to
withstand heat and drought and return profitable yields even during
the first year of its occupation of the soil.

SEED

Alfalfa seed should have a bright greenish-yellow color. Brown
or shriveled seeds are either decayed or immature and will give a
low percent of germination. The presence of trash or other inert
matter reduces the number of seeds per pound and lowers the stand
when a given weight per acre is sown. Weed seeds of all kinds should
tte guarded against (See Weeds, page 307.)
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If the seeds appear fresh and bright greenish-yellow, a germina-
tion test will seldom be necessary. Such a test, however, is easy to
make and gives a true estimate of the value of the seed and the
quantity that should be sown per acre. A convenient method
of making this test is as follows Place 100 alfalfa seeds be-
tween two clean, damp pieces of blotting paper or several folds of
clean white cloth. Lay this on an ordinary dinner plate and invert
another over it to prevent rapid drying out. Place the dish in some
fairly warm place in the living room and keep the cloth or blotting
papers moist but not saturated for three or four days. At the
end of this time good seed should show 75 to 80 percent of
sprouts. At the end of ten days 85 to 95 percent should have ger-
minated , but for practical testing, when kept in a moderately warm
room, four or five days is sufficient to determine the value of the seed.

Do not buy alfalfa seed because it is cheap. Poor seed is expen-
sive at any price. It never pays to plant trash or weed seed. Planting
a greater quantity to the acre in order to compensate for inferior
quality more often results in increasing the stand of weeds than that
of the alfalfa.

Age. Alfalfa seed is usually thought to deteriorate very rapidly
in quality after it is two years old. This is probably true of commer-
cial seed as ordinarily stored. When, however, it is kept perfectly
dry and without violent changes of temperature, it loses very little
of its vitality before the end of 6 years. Headden1 found an
average germination of 94.25 percent in seed that was 12 years
old, and 63 percent in sixteen-year-old seed. From a number of
experiments extending over more than ten years he says: "I think
it safe to conclude that the limit of vitality of good mature alfalfa
seed exceeds 16 years." Ewart2 reports a germination of 20 percent
in alfalfa seed known to be 50 years old. In order to retain their
vitality for such long periods these seeds must have been kept in the
very best of storage. Where alfalfa seed has been stored m sacks or
bins in an ordinary warehouse the writer would not recommend for
planting any that is known to be more than two years old and
unless properly tested would urge its rejection after three years of
such storage,

Amount to sow: Plump, well matured alfalfa seed should num-
ber about 200,000 to the pound. Where 15 pounds are sown to the
acre we would obtain 3,000,000 plants if all germinated. Estimat-
ing that under field conditions only two-thirds of the seeds produce

57Headden,W,1p., Alfalfa Colo Agr.Bxp Sta. Bui No. 110 (1906) p. 15.
2. Ewart. Alfred J On the Longevity of Seeds Proc Roy. Sec. Victoria, Vol. XXI (New

Series) Pt 1, (1900) p 110.
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plants, we would have 2,000,000 seedlings or about 45 plants to the
square foot. This number would be considered a good stand. As
the plants grow older they crowd each other and some die With an
original stand of 45 plants to the square foot, more than half usually
succumb during the first year. At two years 11 plants to the square
foot is an abundant stand and this will be normally reduced to an
average stand of 5 to 6 plants by the end of 4 or 5 years Alfal-
fa 6 or 7 yeais old having an even stand of 3 to 4 plants to the
square foot is ample Stands of alfalfa 10 years old having an
average of 12 plants to the square foot have been recorded1. Such
crowding, however, is not usually to be advised, since the root sys-
tems are not so well developed as in the thinner stands. The quality
of hay is no better and when it is desired to take a seed crop such a
thick stand is harmful. The same author reports fair 3 lelds from as
little as an average of 1.5 plants per square foot, As the plants de-
crease in number their size increases and they send out more stems
above and roots below the surface and thus the ground is continually
occupied, neither the yield nor the quality being diminished. When,
however, so many plants die out that they do not touch each other
and completely cover the ground at maturity, both the yield and
quality will suffer,—the former on account of the failure of the
plants to appropriate the whole area and the latter by reason of the
increase in size and woodiness of the stems of these isolated plants.

If every seed germinated, 12.5 pounds of seed to the acre would be
ample. Since, however, this is never the case, more is usually sown.
The quantity depends largely upon the preparation of the seedbed,
the moisture supply, and the danger from weed infestation. The
more perfect the seedbed, the higher will be the percentage of germi-
nation and the less seed required to secure a stand* In dry-farming,
the stand must necessarily be thinner on the ground (2 or 3 plants
to the square foot) in order that each plant may secure an ample
supply of water. For this reason many growers of alfalfa in semi-
arid sections find it best to sow not more than 8 to 10 pounds of seed
to the acre. On the other hand, in humid sections, where the danger
of weeds is great, 20 pounds to the acre is not too much* A dense
stand is thus secured whereby the alfalfa covers and takes posses-
sion of the ground when quite young, leaving less opportunity for
the ingress of weeds,

Under average conditions found in the irrigated sections of Ari-
zona, with the soil well prepared and a good quality of seed, about
15 pounds should be sown to the acre. This ought to gitre an average

n, W< P,, Alfalfa '
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of 45 plants a square foot when young, which will normally be re-
duced by natural thinning to 4 or 5 plants a square foot by the time
the alfalfa is 5 or 6 years old. When it is intended for the field to be
devoted largely to the production of seed, not more than 10 to 12
pounds should be sown,

INOCULATION

Like other plants of the pea and bean family, alfalfa is able
to obtain nitrogen from the air. It accomplishes this through
bacteria which penetrate the roots of the plants and there grow in
symbiotic relationship with their hosts. The presence of these
bacteria is shown by small, irregularly shaped, frequently branched
nodules upon the smaller rootlets. Alfalfa seems to have become so
dependent upon the presence of these organisms that except on highly
fertilized land it is not healthy without their presence. These bac-
teria live and are abundantly present everywhere in the soils of
regions in which alfalfa or one of its near relatives is growing. The
fact that these bacteria will not grow in acid soils is the most prob-
able cause of the almost certain failure of alfalfa in such soils. In
sections where alfalfa has never been previously grown the proper
bacteria may be entirely absent. In such a case they must be in-
troduced and planted m the soil before alfalfa can be grown success-
fully. This may be accomplished eitner by spreading soil from an
old successful alfalfa field upon the land which it is proposed to seed,
or by sowing along with the alfalfa, pure cultures of the bacteria in
question. By the latter method, the bacteria are grown in specially
prepared media and sold in tubes or bottles, These are to be dis-
solved, diluted and sprinkled on the seed before planting, or else the
seeds are dipped into the diluted liquid cultures containing the special
bacteria, after which they are dried in the shade and sown immedi-
ately. These cultures have not been uniformly successful. Practi-
cal growers, as well as those who have studied the matter from a
scientific standpoint, are now quite well agreed that the method of
soil transfer is much more sure and satisfactory. Three or four
hundred pounds per acre of soil from an old and thriving alfalfa field
is scattered over the well prepared seedbed and immediately harrow-
ed or disked in. This point should be attended to in order that the
direct rays of sunlight, which are so deadly to bacterial life, may
not kill the bacteria while they are exposed on the surface.

Artificial inoculation, however, seems to be unnecessary in Arizo-
&a to account of the Almost universal presence of the alfalfa tuber
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cle-forming bacteria within its soils. Irrigation water, the droppings
of stock grazed or fed on alfalfa, and the use of alfalfa hay by
teamsters and travelers, have distributed these bacteria through-
out the State. In all \alley lands where alfalfa has been
planted, natural inoculation is prompt and efficient. Even on the
higher mesas and in mountain parks, artificial inoculation does not
seem to be necessary. Director R. H. Forbes records that near
Lakeside, Arizona, at an elevation of 6,000 feet, on land which
had never grown this crop previously, a flourishing field of young
alfalfa was observed several miles distant from any other alfalfa. On
examination, the roots of these plants revealed an abundance of well
developed tubercles. In view of these facts, any mention of artificial
inoculation in this publication would be superfluous were it not for
the inquiries from those of our farmers who have received advertise-
ments of inoculating material, or who have read of the benefits to
be derived from it in other sections.

NURSE CROPS

Formerly, alfalfa wras frequently sown with a nurse crop. At
the present time tnis practice has been almost entirely abandoned
except in special cases. The nurse crops most frequently used were
wheat, oats, rye and barley. Experiments carried out by V, A.
Clark1 demonstrated the injurious effects of the fall planting of winter
grain with alfalfa. The following March, the alfalfa in pure cultures
was 15 to 17 inches high while that with the nurse crops varied from
12 inches down, averaging not more than six to eight inches high.
The weights of the plants in pure cultures averaged from 21 to 75
grams in different parts of the field, while the averages from the sever-
al plots grown with a nurse crop varied from 2 to 10 grams. Differ-
ences in root development were nearly as marked. Alfalfa roots in
the pure cultures had reached a depth of 18 inches while those grown
with nurse crops had penetrated to the depth of one foot only in the
most favorable situations. "Lack of food supply or water could not
account for this difference between plants grown with or without
nurse crops, for the land is naturally rich and was kept well irrigated.
Alfalfa plants grown with nurse crops have every appearance of suf-
fering from insufficient light. The development of leal expanse is
greatly reduced, and the internodes are abnormally lengthened, but
decreased in number, the plant substance is soft and watery, showing
insufficient elaboration of food material/' to * e shallow

V, A Clark, Observations on Nurse Crops for Alfalfa, Ariz. Bxp» Sto- Tbadhr Hints for
JSTo 86 (1907).
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root systems and tender growth of the shaded stems, even after the
removal of the nurse crop, the weakened and undeveloped alfalfa
plants are poorly fitted to withstand drought or contend with weeds.
Whatever is gained in the extra yield of the nurse crop itself is
lost in the poor stand of alfalfa secured. The growing of a nurse
crop is frequently advised on sandy land, which is liable to blow dur-
ing winter. Here oats are sown with the alfalfa in the early fall.
The tufts of oats which are quickly formed protect the soil from
drifting, and being killed by the frost in early winter, they still serve
as a protection to the young plants, or to hold the snow in regions
where this occurs. With the coming of the next growing season the
alfalfa has developed a sufficient crown and root system to itself
protect the soil. Such use of a nurse crop in Arizona would seldom
be necessary, however, for the reason that except in high altitudes
we are rarely troubled with drifting of the soil by the wind, and when-
ever it occurs it could be promptly stopped by a light irrigation.
A nurse crop is also sometimes used where alfalfa is to be planted in
spring, especially on very stiff land which bakes readily. In such
cases the grain should be cut for hay before it matures in order to
prevent undue shading and consequent weakening of the alfalfa.
It must be remembered that a nurse crop has the same effect upon the
alfalfa as an equal crop of weeds. Its only advantage over weeds
is that it is more easily controlled and destroyed when the proper
time comes,

VARIETIES

The natural variability of alfalfa and the wide range of soil and
climatic factors within which it has been grown, have produced many
distinct types and races. Whenever alfalfa is grown for a long series
of years in a given region from seed produced locally, it slowly be-
comes acclimatised. Those mixtures or variations which are best
suited to the conditions prevailing, flourish and crowd out the less
favored individuals. Strains acclimatized to a given region are
called regional varieties. In transferring seed from one country to
another the measure of its success ig usually proportional to the degree
of similarity between the climatic factors of its old and new homes, •
However, unless we have definite information as to the exact origin
of an imported strain, th£ Ifengtji of time that it had been planted WL
that given region, and the local conditions under which it was grown,
we must be very uncertain as to the likelihood of its value in Arizona,
Not all strain^ of alfalfa from Turkestan, for example, have an eqttal
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value or climatic adaptation. Local conditions and the number of
years they had been grown in that region will largely govern their
quality. These facts are strongly emphasized by a series of tests
covering a period of seven years with 44 one-twentieth acre plots
at the Station Farm near Phoenix, and 18 plots at Yuma. These
plots included 26 distinct strains from practically every alfalfa grow-
ing region in the World. There were 7 strains from Mexico and
South America, 5 from different parts of the United States, 10
different strains from Turkestan and other parts of Asia, and 4
strains from Arabia, Algeria and Tunis, with 1 plot of unknown
origin. Tne wide variation in the character of the plots from
the same general region is most striking. Even the type varies
strongly. Among the Asiatic strains one type occurs which strongly
resembles the typical Peruvian alfalfa, the plots from Europe show
a strain of Sand Lucerne aside from the ordinary alfalfa that might
be expected from that region; and among the SouLi American alfalfas
there are two distinct types. Even within the same plot many
different strains and types occur. Among the stout, stemmy, nar-
row leaved and strongly hairy plants on the plots of the Peruvian
type, individuals may be found running all the way from the ordinary
small leaved, smooth American alfalfa, to the large, succulent, broad
leaved alfalfas of the Mediterranean region. High and low yielding
strains have come from every region from which seeds have been
drawn. No general deductions as to the uniform superiority of any
certain regional variety can therefore be made. While all the strains
so far introduced are mixtures, the high-yielding power of certain
importations is undoubtedly due to the predominating presence in
them of one or more races of superior quality. It is important, there-
fore, that some constituted authority, having the means, as reliable
seed growers or the experiment stations, make these tests of imported
strains, find and isolate the excellent pure races, and purify them by
selection to type before they are distributed for general planting. For
these reasons the writer would advise that only locally tested
be used for field planting in Arizona, and that where i
are wde the quantity should be small and merely for the purpose of
testing. If the new variety proves valuable it is best to grow in-

plots of it at*d raise the seed at home for larger plantings*
As an example of a$ inspected strain which has proven valuably

alfalfa may b^ npteiitkwd. Tht setd of tbfe
beiftg produced, in large quantities by the Yum Alfajfe Seed
€;$$' J^ociatiou. It is an upright, vigorous amd very
soft with warow leaves a»d %ht puicpfe flowers, Peravi^
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is inclined to be a little stemmy and the plants are somewhat hairy,
but these difficulties are largely overcome when it is grown in a thick
stand.

Aside from the Peruvian, out of the 26 imported strains tested
at this Station only 4 seem worthy of further trial. These include
two from Europe and one each from South America and Turkestan.
The strains from Arabia and the Mediterranean region were very
promising for the first year or two of their growth in the experimental
plots at Phoenix, but they soon lost stand to such an extent that
their yields dropped below the margin of profit. This same difficulty
has been experienced in other parts of Arizona where these strains
have been tested. The Mediterranean alfalfas are vigorous, among the
first to start in the spring, and the last in autumn to cease growth.
For these reasons they will generally yield one more cutting to the sea-
son than any other variety, with the exception of the Peruvian. Were
it not, therefore, for their tendency to lose stand, or if hardy strains
of them could be developed, they would make a valuable introduction.

Finally, with regard to varieties, it may be stated that, with
the exception of the Peruvian alfalfa already mentioned, and in the
absence of selected, tested and purified strains of other sorts, our
home-grown seed is probably better than any regional strain which
we would be able to import indiscriminately at the present time.
The fact that Arizona now is, and should continue to be, an exporter
0f high grade alfalfa seed rather than an importer, perhaps more
than anything else emphasizes the necessity of carefully guarding
the purity of our local type and standard of excellence,

CARE AND CULTURE OF YOUNG ALFALFA

After a stand of fall-seeded alfalfa is secured, very little attention
will be needed until the following spring except to see that it does
not become too dry. Where no rains occur, one irrigation of 2 to
3 inches of water a month should be ample throughout tfte winter
until after the first cutting, sometime during the following April 01?
early May. When winter rains occur these may take the plaee of
one or more irrigations. It is best not to keep the surface soil satu-
rated during this first winter because, as already stated, young
alfalfa developes a stronger and deeper root system in fairly dry
ground. After the first of May, it should be irrigated twice for each
cutting, the treatment in this regard being the same as for old alfalfa.

In late winter or spring seeded alfalfa, irrigations immediately
following and dwing the first suminer must be more frequent than
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would be necessary for fall sown plants which go into the hot weather
with better developed root systems. Here \^ater should be applied
at least twice a month until the beginning of the summer rams.

With fall sown seed the first cutting, usually coming in April, may
give a light crop of hay,—as much as one-half ton to the acre The
subsequent crop chculd, of course, yield more. The } iclds from spring
so^n alfalfa will be light throughout the first season. If -weeds
appeal and threaten to choke the }oung alfalfa, it may be necessary
to clip the field one or more times in order to keep them down.
The mower bar should be set 2 to 3 inches high. If young alfalfa
be clipped too closely before a definite enlarged crown has been form-
ed, many plants may be killed.

Even where weeds have not become troublesome it is the prac-
tice of many successful alfalfa growers to clip the young alfalfa.
They maintain that by this means a better crown and root system is
secured. As a general rule of procedure it may be said that alfalfa
should be cut when any of the following conditions appear: (1)
When wreeds begin to choke or smother the young plants, (2) when
one-fifth to one-third of the plants begin to bloom, (3) when new shoots
begin to appear at the base or crown, (4) when the plants stop growth
and begin to turn yellow and, (5) when growth is checked by stem
or leaf diseases. When, after clipping, the herbage remaining does
not shade the new growth nor is worth saving for hay, it may be left
on the ground except where the crop was cut on account of the pre-
valence of leaf spot or other leaf or stem diseases. In such cases the
hay should be carefully raked and removed in order to get rid of as
many as possible of the spores of the fungus. When this is done,
the new growth is frequently free from the disease or sufficiently
vigorous to throw it off and bring to maturity a healthy crop.

Alfalfa less than one year old should not be cultivated with a
disk, spike-disk, or spring-tooth harrow. The root systems have not
yet taken sufficient hold on the ground to prevent many of the plants
from being pulled out and destroyed by the vigorous cultivation
which these tools ^ive. Moreover, if the land has been well prepared
before seeding, such cultivation should not be necessary. Fall sown
alfalfa may often be cultivated with an iron tooth drag harrow the
following spring with advantage in order to break up a crust and pro-
vide a light surface mulch. When this is done the teeth of the harrow
should be set with sufficient slant ttat they do not collect trash and
cover the young alfalfa badly.

It is not good practice to pasture alfalfa until it is one to on6 and
one-half years old. The -writer knows of several instances when fall
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sown alfalfa was lightly pastured the following spring without seri-
ously injuring the stand. This, however, is a dangerous practice and
more frequently results in a greater loss in future crops than the
pasturage secured is worth. Before the enlarged crowns are formed,
youg alfalfa is especially liable to injury from trampling, since the
stems are weak and easily broken or cut off by the sharp hoofs of the
cattle below the level where the buds are readily formed. Close
grazing at this stage also has the same effect as close clipping, in the
reduction of the stand by killing many plants.

CARE AND CULTURE OF OLD ALFALFA

IRRIGATION

In parts of California having considerable winter rainfall, and
in Colorado, Wyoming and the Pacific Northwest, alfalfa will pro-
duce very nearly its maximum yields with the application of only
25 to 3.5 acre feet of water a year in three or four irrigations. In
Arizona, where there is less winter rainfall, a higher temperature,
and twice the average summer evaporation, being a little over 2
inches a week,1 a much greater quantity can be applied with profit.
It is not necessary to irrigate alfalfa during the winter. This, how-
ever, is usually a season of abundant water. The rate of evapora-
tion during the cooler months is also low. For these reasons it is a
good plan to give one or two heavy irrigations during the winter
in order to thoroughly saturate the subsoil. When this is done the
crop starts earlier in the spring, and is not so liable to suffer from
drought during the extremely hot weather of June and early July.
After harvesting starts in the spring there should be 2 irrigations
for each cutting. The first should come near the mid-development
of the crop and the second about 3 days before harvesting. By
this method both applications of water are made upon ground well
shaded by the half grown or mature plants. There is, therefore, lit-
tle loss from evaporation and the moisture penetrates more deeply
into the subsoil. Another advantage in making the second irriga-
tion just before rather than just after cutting, is that the abundance
of moisture in the soil stimulates the plants to an immediate resump-
tion of growth. Where the naked stubble is required to wait in dry
soil for the curing and removal of the hay crop before it can be
watered, renewed growth Is delayed for several days. When water
is finally applied it does not penetrate so thoroughly. The saturated

1 Livfngtton, B B 4 $£i*dy of Evaporation and Plant Distribution. Plant World Vol
14. $o 0, (i«l) p 210.
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and exposed surface dries out rapidly and bakes into a crust, forming
the best possible conditions for the rapid loss of \\ater from the sur-
face, and the consequent suffering of the crop from drought. This
condition also promotes the rise and accumulation of alkali where
this is present to an appreciable extent in irrigating water or subsoil.

In using large heads of 6 to 10 cubic feet per <=econd, it is best
to divide the stream between several borders so that about one hour
will be required for the sheet of water to traverse the field. The
amount taken up during this time will be determined by the composi-
tion and mechanical condition of the soil. The skilled irrigator will
divide the flow and vary the length of time the water remains on the
ground in such a manner that the proper amount will be retained.

When hay is the principal crop sought, the soil should absorb
at least 3 inches of water at each irrigation. This should have pene-
trated within the first hour to a depth of one foot or more. If the
penetration is slower than this it indicates a "silted up*' or compact
condition of the soil which is harmful. Such lands should be loosened
by a thorough cultivation with the disk or spike-tooth harrow.

The amount of water usually applied to alfalfa in the Salt River
Valley is 4 to 4.5 acre feet a year Up to a limit of 6 to 7 acre
feet a year the yield increases with the amount of water received.
Such heavy applications of water, howeAer, are usually not prof-
itable. In the case of seed crops these larger amoimts are harm-
ful.

Excessive irrigation is injurious to alfalfa in any stage. It soon
dies out in swampy land whether this be caused by poor drainage,
the rise of the water table, or too heavy and frequent irrigations.
The necessity of thorough drainage and the depth of the water table
have already teen discussed. As a result of excessively heavy irri-
gations, low places in the field due to improper k\elm^» the breaking
of ditches, or heavy rainstorms, portions of alfulfa fields are fre-
quently flooded and remain under water for a considerable time*
Where the plants are submerged not more than 12 hours, permanent
injury seldom results, but when water stands for two or three days
over the field, alfalfa will be killed.

All lands watered from streams receive a deposit of more or less
silt at each irrigation. During seasons of flood the atnwftt is

1, Tfee discussion t>£ sediments &«re grtvA $s cowtexsed frwa BuEetln No 53 of tto Station*
Irrigating Sediments tod tfadr Effects uptm Crop*, by & H Porte (1900).
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times greater than at the low stages of flow. The following table
gives the extreme and average amounts of sediments contained in the
waters of the Salt, Gila and Colorado rivers:

SILT FOUND IN RIVER WATER

Gil a at Florence

Minimum
silt per

acre ft of
water m

tons

11
Salt at McDowell 05
Colorado at Yuma 1 14

Maximum
silt per

acre ft of
water in

tons

128 03
12 95
44 42

Average
silt per

acre ft of
water in

tons

19 23
1 20
9 62

Thickness m inches
of the sediment in
four average acre ft.
of water as agricul-

tural soil

46
03
23

That these sediments contain considerable fertilizing value is
shown by the following table *

FERTILIZING CONSTITUENTS OF RIVER SII/TS

Fertilizing constituent

Potash (KiOj
Phosphoric acid

(PaOs)
Un dissolved nitrogen

(K)

Gila River,
pounds per acre ft

Maxi-
mum

2621 8

352 1

172 3

Mini-
mum

2 7

1 8

98

Aver-
age

214 3

36 9

28 1

Salt River,
pounds per acre ft

Maxi-
mum,

267 4

73 1

Mini-
mum

4 1

1 5

69 4 10

Aver-
age

18 0

6 6

5 5

Colorado River,
pounds pef acre ft

Maxi-
mum

444 6

43 6

38 3

Mini-
mum

14 7

2 3

0

Aver-
age

113 1

10 0

4 8

Of these fertilizing constituents potash and phosphoric acid are
already present in Arizona soils in sufficient quantities. Nitrogen,
however, is usually deficient. Whatever amounts of this element
are added in the silt deposits, therefore, form a welcome addition, but
it must be remembered that the yearly average of from 5 to 28
pounds is much less than the amount usually removed in a single
cutting of one ton of hay. By no means are all of the sediments
contained in the river flow carried upon irrigated fields, "With
gentler gradients and slackening motion of the water, the heavier
portions are soon dropped in canals and lateral ditches.3' "While
we calculate, therefore that 4 average acre feet of Colorado river
water at Yuma carry sediment to make a layer of soil about one-
fourth of an inch thick each year, the larger portion of this amount
is actually deposited within the ditches or concentrated upon much
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less than half of the ground irrigated. From these facts we may con-
clude tfcat the fertilizing value of river sediments is of but little
immediate consequence to the alfalfa grower.

Since the coarser and more sandy part of the sediment is drop-
ped in the lessening currents of the canals and field laterals, it is
only the finest silt and clay that is deposited upon the fields. Such
deposits form a more or less impervious surface layer through which
the water penetrates slowly. These accumulations are thickest at
the upper ends of the fields in the vicinity of the head ditch from which
the muddy water is diverted, and are least at the lower ends. The
lack of permeability of these silt-blankets may be easily demonstrated
by an examination of the soil shortly after irrigation. In certain
instances this has been found dust-dry a very few inches below these
sedimentary deposits while at the lower ends of the same fields, with
but little accumulation, the same irrigation has penetrated several
feet. The depreciation in yield caused by silt-blankets may be at-
tributed both to a lessening supply of water and of air to the roots."
The amount of loss occasioned in this way varies from a very little
to as much as two-thirds of the normal crop, or 3 or 4 tons of hay
per acre on a strip of ground extending out for 200 or 300 feet from
the head ditches. The width of these damaged areas ̂ depends upon
the fineness of the suspended matter in the water. In the case
of mine tailings, wnich are frequently discharged into rivers, the
waste materials are in a most minutely divided condition and are,
therefore, carried by the water almost as long as it Has motion.
They are finally deposited only when the water sinks into the
soil in irrigated fields. These sediments arc even more impervious
to water than the silt usually deposited from muddy streams. In
order to estimate the total depreciation in the yield of alfalfa in irri-
gated sections due to these silt-blankets, three representative fields
near Yuma, Phoenix and Solomonvilk were selected, divided into
plots from their upper to their lower ends, and the weight of hay
from each plot taken for one cutting. Comparing these weights
with the maximum yield at the lower ends of the fields* where the
least sediment had accumulated, the percentage of depreciation in
yield due to the silt-blanket was estimated as follows:

Near Yuma, 2nd cutting, May 19, 1905, depreciation 6.3%
Near Phoenix, 3rd cutting, July 10,1905, depreciation 9,7%
Near Solomonville, 2nd cutting, June 23,1905, depre-

ciation ... 27,6%
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A fourth field near Mesa, Arizona, irrigated with clean pumped
water produced its heaviest crop next to the ditch, where, sedimen-
tary deposits being absent, more thorough irrigation was secured.
Cultivation by means of the disk and spring-tooth harrow, is the best
available means of handling these accumulations in alfalfa. This
treatment breaks up the blanket and allows better penetration of
water and air into the soil.1 The spike-tooth disk harrow will also
be found useful in breaking up these sedimentary impervious layers.
Cultivations should be made either in the fall or shortly after a cut-
ting.

CULTIVATION

Alfalfa fields will sometimes give profitable yields for years
without any attention save the irrigation which they require and the
harvesting of the successive crops as they mature. I,ike other crops,
however, this also responds in most cases to cultivation. The soil
becomes packed by the repeated passage over it of harvesting ma-
chinery, draft animals, the trampling of pastured cattle, heavy rains, ?
and by the partially impervious silt-blanket deposited from muddy
irrigation water or mine tailings. Not only do such soils take up
the irrigating water slowly but they lose it rapidly by evaporation,
thus reducing yields by reason of the lack of moisture under condi-
tions of irrigation which should amply provide for all of the needs
of a heavy crop. Moreover, these packed or silted up soils are
poorly aerated. The roots of the alfalfa being insufficiently supplied
with oxygen are unhealthy and susceptible to the attacks of any
harmful fungus which may be present. The nitrogen-fixing bacteria
which live in the roots of the alfalfa are also probably deprived of a
proper supply of air and are therefore unable to thrive and enrich
the soil. Another reason for cultivation is the destruction of weeds
and grass which spring up from time to time. If the ground has been
well prepared before planting so that the alfalfa becomes well estab-
lished before the weeds appear, the former will have deep and strong
taproots, whereas the roots of the weeds and grasses will be for the
most part near the surface. In this condition they may be torn out
with the disk, spike, or spring-tooth harrow without in any way
injuring the stand of alfalfa. Fall cultivation also destroys large
numbers of the eggs of grasshoppers and other predatory insects;
and exposes numerous hibernating larvae and adults of injurious

1, Forbes'R.H. Cultivation of AIM!a, Arizona Agr. Bxp Sta, Timely Hints for Farmers
No. 6
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species such as the alfalfa butterfly. Cultivation, moreover, incor-
porates into the soil the leaves and stems of alfalfa wasted in haying,
thereby adding humus and improving the mechanical condition.
Finally, the loosening of the soil, and breaking up of silt-blankets
promotes aeration, permits the better penetration of irrigating water
and reduces evaporation by destroying the perfect capillary condi-
tions existing in a compact surface. The tools usually employed
for this work are the ordinary disk-harrow, the spring-tooth harrow
and the "alfalfa renovator" or spike-tooth disk. The first and last
of these are generally preferred since with them the soil can be
loosened to a greater depth. The disk-harrow is set nearly straight
so that the soil will be lifted but not entirely turned over. This will
loosen the ground and shallow rooted weeds without cutting many
of the alfalfa crowns. The machine should be weighted sufficiently
to make it penetrate at least 4 inches, If the ground is very weedy
it may be necessary to cross disk and then follow with a drag harrow
to complete trie destruction of the weeds. This can be done without
serious injury to the alfalfa. The alfalfa renovator has the advantage
over the disk that with it the ground can be more thoroughly loosened
with less injury to the alfalfa plants. Where one is the owner of
sufficiently large fields to warrant the purchase of this special tool,
it is to be recommended above others for the purpose of alfalfa culti-
vation. More recently the Deere alfalfa cultivator is coming into
general use. This cultivator somewhat resembles the spring-tooth
harrow, the oval, crescent shaped, reversible teeth being mounted
on springs in such a manner as to slide around and between the
alfalfa plants with very little damage to them.

INTISRCUVTURES

Winter grain: It is a very common practice among some of the
most successful growers of alfalfa to sow winter grain on the fields
as an intercultural crop. The advantages urged for this practice
are, (1) more winter pasturage, (2) increased yield of the first hay
crop in the spring, (3) choking out of early weeds which reduce the
quality of the first hay crop, (4) and the pasturage as well as early
hay containing an admixture of grain is less liable to cause bloating
than pure alfalfa,

The grains most frequently used are Texas Red oats, wheat of
rye, and barky. About one-third as much seed is sown as would
be used for a full stand of grain in pu» euUur*. This would call for
20 to 25 pounds of oats or barley and 25 to 30 pounds of wheat
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or rye. In late sowing, more seed should be used, as the plants will
stool less. Where winter feed is the primary object, the sowing may
be made as early as September, just after the next to the last cut-
ting. On the other hand, the seed may be sown immediately after
the last cutting or even later following a season of fall pasturage,
whereby the stubble is eaten off close enough to allow the use of the
disk and drill. More or less winter pasturage may be secured when
the planting is not later than November 1.

It is the practice of some farmers to sow the seed first, then give
the field a thorough cultivation with the disk or renovator and follow
with an irrigation. Others prefer to disk the land, sow with a press
drill and then irrigate. The writer has seen some good stands se-
cured by simply following a thorough irrigation with the press drill,
but this is not be advised since both the alfalfa and the grain will
miss the beneficial effects of the cultivation.

Where there is a perfect stand of alfalfa and little trouble from
weeds in spring, it is doubtful whether it pays to sow winter grains.
Under these circumstances the total yield is very little, if any, in-
creased. On the other hand, where the stand is thin, especially where
thin seeding is practiced by those who make a specialty of seed grow-*
ing, the interculture of winter grains is profitable. By two or three
diskings in summer and the use of winter grains, good yields may be
secured/from old stands of alfalfa for several years after they would
otherwise have become too thin and weedy to be profitable.

Thickening up a stand: This is seldom successful. Where the
stand is so thin that the yields are no longer profitable it is better
to plow up the whole field. The cause of this is that where the stand
of alfalfa is poor, weeds soon creep in. In attempting to reseed
among the old plants it is almost impossible to prepare a perfect seed
bed and destroy the weeds to such an extent that the weak alfalfa
seedlings can compete with them. The disk cannot be used to destroy
the weeds and if one attempts to keep them down by frequent mowing
he will be wasting and destroying the yields of the older plants
present. A few cases of successfully thickening up a thin stand
have been observed. The practice most likely to succeed is to sow
after a thorough cultivation in the fall. The seed may be broad-
casted, harrowed in and then irrigated; or else planted with the press
drill as soon after a thorough irrigation as possible without miring
the teams. The latter method is most advisable. This alfalfa should
not be pastured during the following winter, as the trampling will kill
"out the yotttxg plants.
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PASTURING

There is a decided difference of opinion among successful growers
as to the advisability of pasturing alfalfa. Some maintain that it
should never be pastured, while others are equally sure that much
additional and valuable fall and winter feed may thus be obtained
without appreciably reducing subsequent yields of hay. Certain
heavy soils are very susceptible to injury by the trampling of cattle.
Under grazing they soon become packed and hard, rendering the
aeration poor and the penetration of water, already too difficult,
nearly impossible m amounts sufficient to support good crop yields.
This is especially the case when such soils are trampled by grazing
animals while still damp from recent irrigation. Especial care
should therefore be exercised to allow stock on stiff lands only when
the soil is dry. Sandy, light lands are not so liable to injury from
trampling but even these should not be grazed while wet.

When the range grasses fail in fall and winter, good prices can
be secured for alfalfa pasture. These vary from $1 to $3 an acre
for 1 to 4 months, depending upon the amount of growth origin-
ally on the field and the number of cattle that a given area can
support. A fair price per month for each head of cattle on good alfalfa
pasture is $1.50 No rule can be given as to the number of cattle
per acre that should be pastured or the length of time they should
be allowed to remain. Ordinarily one acre may be expected to fur-
nish pasture for two animals for two months but this will depend
entirely upon the amount of growth on the field when they are first
put on, the stand of alfalfa, whether or not grain has been sown to
supplement the alfalfa, and the nature of the weather which will
determine the amount of winter growth.

When the demand for alfalfa pasture in winter is strong and the
price consequently high, many farmers are tempted to allow their
fields to be overgrazed. The alfalfa crowns are therefore eaten clean
of herbage and exposed to the cold of winter and the injurious effects
of excessive trampling. The result is that the stand is much reduced,
the vitality of the plants lowered, and an opening made for the en-
trance of weeds. The writer attributes the over-running by bermuda
grass and wild barley of a large number of alfalfa fields in the Salt
River Valley to overgrazing. Such results have led many catitiotts
farmers to withhold all winter grazing.

To withstand even an Arizona winter properly, the alfalfa crown
should be protected by a tuft of more or less green herbage* When-

tHs is completely tateu away we urny be assured that t fee plant
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has been overgrazed and will be injured. It makes very little differ-
ance whether a given area has been pastured by a large number of
cattle for a few days, or by a few cattle for a greater length of time,
the farmer must judge by the condition ot the field the limit to which
it may be safely continued. The green herbage which should be
allowed to cover the crowns of alfalfa plants throughout the winter
not only serves as a protection, but also aids in storing up in the large
taproots a reserve supply of material whereby the plants arc able
to put forth an early and vigorous growth the following spring. One
farmer, tempted by the high price of alfalfa pasture, allowed his
fields to be overgrazed during the winter of 1909-10. That spring he
reported a loss of fully 50 percent on the yields of the first two cuttings
of hay. Not only did he suffer this temporary loss, but the stand on
the whole area was doubtless injured to such an extent that these
fields will never give as profitable yields again until they have been
plowed up and reseeded. On the other hand, the writer knows of
fields of alfalfa which have been conservatively grazed for ten years
with practically no injury. Experiments carried out by Wilson1

during 1907 showed that the close grazing of alfalfa by sheep from
April 1, until the close of the season, destroyed one-half the stand.
He ascribed this loss to the scant covering left upon the ground where-
by the sun and wind not only dried and cracked the soil but injured
the constantly exposed crowns, many of which ultimately perished*
On farms where sheep are kept, he therefore suggests that the fields be
grazed in rotation. This allows time for recovery, and opportunity
to counteract by cultivation, the evil effects of the trampling. This
same advice may be extended to those who keep dairy cows and
pasture them on alfalfa throughout the year. To avoid damage it is-
better to take the stock off the field before it is eaten clean; and if
there be spots left, due to uneven grazing, these may be run over with
the mower in order to give the whole field an even start.

During fall and winter the writer would prefer the practice
of putting on sufficient stock to consume the surplus feed in 25 to
30 days. The field may now be thoroughly disked to overcome the
effects of the trampling and then irrigated to stimulate the plants
to renewed activity* During the remainder of the winter at times
of mild temperature, the plants will recover sufficiently to put forth
an early and vigorous spring growth. Excluding semi-arid regions in
which allalfa is grown without irrigation, it is a well-known fact that
grazing secures less of actual food from the ground than either soiling
or the production of hay. It is therefore usually inadvisable to pas-

"I Wilson,' F. ' W, Kept ol D«pt, of Animal Husbandry Am Agr Exp St* Kept 18,
(190T) p 223
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turc alfalfa during the summer months, pasturage being advised only
for the purpose of making use of surplus and waste growth that cannot
be utilized for hay in late fall and early winter. Even in these
cases it must be practiced with caution, and followed by cultivation
in order not to leave permanent injury to the stand and vigor of the
alfalfa.

SOILING VERSUS SUMMER PASTURAGE

A dairyman in the Salt Rher Valley reports that 10 acres will
support 30 dairy cows by soiling and only 20 by pasturing. In
another instance 16 head of dairy animals were kept from March
to August inclusive on 3.5 acres of alfalfa by soiling. On Septem-
ber 1, the same stock was turned on 10 acres of alfalfa, then 16
inches high. This entire pasture was grazed so closely within six
weeks that the stock had to be removed.

Experiments with beef cattle near Glendale have shown that
where soiling is practiced, 100 steers will eat 1 to 2 acres of alfalfa
a day. On the same farm it required 80 acres of alfalfa pasture to
carry 110 steers through the growing season.

An acre of mature alfalfa that would produce 1 ton of hay
carries approximately 4 tons of green stuff. Now, 75 pounds of
green alfalfa is ample feed for a large steer for one day. One acre
of alfalfa should therefore feed 106 animals for one day. Estimat-
ing 35 days as the average required time to mature a crop and
allowing a small amount for wastage, we can safely assume that
35 acres of good alfalfa should keep up 100 steers throughout the
growing season. This is about double what could be expected by
pasturage.

The extra labor involved in soiling can be reduced by the con*
struction of feeding lanes adjacent to or running through the fields.
Practical farmers who have tried both methods in Arizona are con-
vinced that even with our high priced labor, the greater yield of
foodstuff per acre, the better condition in which the fields are main-
tamed and the increased flow of milk in the case of dairy animals,
make the practice of soiling economically more profitable and satis-
factory than summer pasturage. Soiling is no more injurious to the
stand of alfalfa than the production of hay, On tifce other hand, no
field can maint&m a stand logger than 3 or 3 years w^en sub-
jected to summer pa^terage. Alfalfa should be cut far soiling at ap-
proximately the same stage as it is cut for hay. This point cannot
t>e regarded in the first soilage crop in spring, but after tie field is
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cut over once the different parts will come to maturity successfully so
that the alfalfa can be cut when about one-third in bloom or when
the new basal shoots start, as is the practice in the making of hay.

BLOATING

When alfalfa is growing vigorously and is very succulent, when
it is wet with rain or dew, or has been strongly nipped by frost, it is
liable to cause bloating. Especially is this true where hungry ani-
mals are allowed access to it. There is never absolute safety in
pasturing cows or sheep on alfalfa but where the proper precautions
are followed the losses are not equal to the gains made from the
pasturage. The animals should first be given all the hay that they
can be induced to eat and then filled up with water, so that they
are not hungry or thirsty. If they are then turned on the alfalfa,
preferably about midday, they will eat very little at first. After
this they should be allowed continuous access to the pasture both
day and night. Under these conditions, never being allowed to be-
come hungry, they do not gorge themselves and are therefore in
little danger of becomiig bloated.

Wing1 advises the following treatment for bloated animals:
'"Very often animals slightly bloated, recover unaided. If, how-
ever, there is considerable distress the attendant should go at
once to their aid. With sheep, take a stick about 2 inches in
diameter or a large cob, insert it between the jaws, thus keeping
the mouth open, raise the head and gently press the side between
the knees. This will usually result in causing the gas to be belched
off. A half pint of raw linseed oil, with a teaspoonful of turpentine
added, is a relief and the same mixture in larger doses relieves cattle.

When it is evident from the extreme tension of the paunch
that this will not be enough to save the animal, recourse must be had
to the trocar. At a point on the left side, the walls of the paunch
and the skin unite in the cow and are close to each other in the sheep.
Here an incision may be made without causing the animal much
pain* and a tube put in to aEow the gas to escape. The trocar
if better tha& the femife, as it opens a small hole and there is no danger
of opeiiyjag or^e too large; then when the point is withdrawn, the tube

in the op^ping through which the gas may escape. After
the trocar, one should liberally disinfect the wound with tur-

pentine or somt carbolic dffiitfectairt."
Jof. B, AJWfa in America. (190$) p. 341.
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DURATION

Alfdfa fields I & A C Lccn kno\\n to remain productive for more
than 50 jean, without reading. Such a long occupation of the
land by one crop, howe\er, is rare and seldom desirable. Since
alfalfa does not spread b v runners, suckers or the rooting of branches,
when a plant dies or ib killed, its place is left vacant unless taken
by a volunteer seedling Such natural reseedmg is uncommon and,
as already pointed out, is difficult of success even artificially. As
the plants die out, the vacant spaces are more or less occupied by
the increase in size of those remaining. When, at length, the alfalfa
becomes so scattered that the ground is not fully shaded at maturity,
weeds soon gain a foothold. The yield and quality of the hay now
begin to decline and so continue until the field ceases to be profit-
able. With reasonable care and culture an alfalfa field should con-
tinue to give profitable yields for 10 to 15 years. Alfalfa does
not fully mature and reach its maximum productiveness until it is
about 3 years old. Unless, therefore, conditions are such as to
demand a shorter rotation, it is seldom advisable to destroy a good
stand of alfalfa under 7 to 10 years. Where, on the other hand,.
alfalfa is the most profitable crop that could occupy the land, as is
the case in many parts of Arizona, there is no reason whatever for
Destroying a good stand of alfalfa at all so long as the yields arc satis-
factory. In some sections where the land is badly infested with
bermuda, Johnson grass or otner noxious pereanial weeds, it will be
necessary to practice short rotations with cultivated crops such as
cotton, sugar beets or corn. (See Weeds, p. 307.)

Practically all Arizona soils contain sufficient mineral plant foods
to produce good crops for an almost indefinite period. They are
frequently deficient in nitrogen and humus. Tne growing of alfalfa
is itself one of the best means of adding these elements to the soil.
The application of barnyard manure and other nitrogen and humus-
bearing fertilizers is seldom necessary for alfalfa, except occasionally
for the purpose of improving the mechanical condition of raw desert
soils or certain compact or " slick"' spots, which, as already described,
frequently occur* While stable manure and other waste products
may be of some value on alfalfa, it is the opinion of the writer that it
would be more profitable to apply such of these as are produced on
the farm to other crops, preferably orchards, vegetables, grains, or
«ugar beetgs.
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HAY

TIME TO CUT

The harvesting of the hay crop should not be delayed, except
for bad weatfcer, when any of the five conditions given on page 260
appear. The many hundreds of years during which alfalfa has been
regularly cut for forage, have adapted it to this practice. It will
maintain a stand for a greater length of time and be more vigorous
when regularly cut than when it is neglected or allowed to go to seed.
The plants should be allowed to grow so long as the stems remain
succulent, and increase m Height continues. When, however, the
upward growth ceases and the plants begin to bloom, or growth is
checked and the stems mature and become woody without blooming,
as is often the case m late fall or when the plants are diseased, the
field should be cut. If delayed at this time, the new growth will be
slow in starting and the next crop light in yield. If cut too early, on
the other hand, the yield is light, the hay is more likely to cause
bloating or scouring of stock and the vitality of the plants is
reduced. In ordinary practice the maximum yield and quality of
hay is obtained where the crop is regularly cut when about one-fiftJb
to one-third of the plants are in bloom, or when new shoots begin to
appear at the bases of the stems. Experiments by Foster and
Merrill1 show that, whereas, other conditions being similar, the yield
from a given cutting increases until the blooms have more than half
fallen, when the whole season is taken into consideration, the greater
total yields are secured when cutting is made in early blooming
stage. This is caused by the fewer cuttings, slow recovery, and low
yields in the latter part of the season from the late mown fields, a&
shown in the following table:

EFFECT OF TIME) OF CUTTING ON YIELD OF ALFALFA2

Time of cutting

First bloom * . . , . . . . « . , .
Full bloom . , . « * , « * .
Half fotoomfe fallen,

Yield 1st
cutting

Ibs

4307
4338
5014

Yield 2nd
cutting

Ibs.

3565
3296
3801

Yiefd 3rd
cutting

Ibs

2847
2105
286

Total yield
for season

Ibs.

10719
9829
$101

- - , - , ,• f ,

1. Foster, JU »w* Merrill. X* A. Alfalfa or Lturera, XJtah Agr» Exp. Sta. Bui, No.
Z XJtait Bui 61 (1800), p. 166.
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windrows If the leaves are allowed to dry into a crisp before raking,
many of them will shatter off and be lost in this operation, and, more-
over, the subsequent curing of the hay in the windrow or cock is
not so satisfactory. The reason ascribed for this is that the evapor-
ation from the withered leaves serves as a pump to extract water
from the stems. If allowed to dry into a crisp quickly their condi-
tion is such that they are no longer able to do this. The stems
therefore cure slowly and the hay maker must either allow the leaves
to become so dry that they are for the most part lost by shattering,
or else the stems must be put into the bale or stack with such high
moisture content that injury by heating or moulding will occur.
If the cut alfalfa is so thick on the ground that the exposed leaves
become crisp before the covered ones wither, the field should be gone
over with a tedder. In the dry air and bright sunshine of our Ari-
zona summers, however, a tedder is seldom necessary.

The hay is gathered into windrows by either the dump or the
side-delivery rake. The row of teeth m the former is set at right
angles to the line of draft. The hay is therefore gathered and held
until released by the hand, foot or automatic dump In the side-
delivery rake, the row of teeth is set at an angle to the line of draft.
The hay is gathered, carried forward with a rolling motion and de-
livered in a constant stream at one side. In the passage from one
end of the field to the other and back, two sweep widths of the rake
are thrown together into a single windrow. The advantage claimed
for these machines is that the windrows they make are more loosely
thrown together than the windrows made by the dump-rake. When
the crop is short and light, the windrows made by the side-delivery
rake are liable to be too thin, especially in uneven parts of the field.
Too much of the hay is therefore exposed to the direct rays of the sun
and is liable to bleach or become so crisp that the leaves are lost in
subsequent handling. From the windrow, alfalfa should be ready
for stacking in two days and for baling in three days. The length
of time required for curing will, of course, depend upon the temper-
ature, the intensity of sunshine and the amount of wind. A good
rule is that hay is ready for stacking when water can no longer be
twisted out of a wisp of stems held between the hands. It is not
ready for baling, however, until such twisting will cause the stems
to break.

Many farmers prefer to cure alfalfa in the cock rather than in
the windrow. This method is more suited to the intensive farmer
and to situations or times when there is danger of showers during the
haying season. Hay in the cock resists the effects of rain better than
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in the windrow, and is, moreover, in position to be protected by can-
vas or paper caps. Where the price of hay is high and the curing
must be made in a rainy season, hay caps are frequently used with
much profit. Caps made of canvas are preferable since they are
more durable and are not blown off so badly by strong winds. Such
caps 40 inches square, weighted at the corners, can be had manu-
factured especially for this purpose and sold at about 12 cents each*

The hay is usually allowed to remain in the windrow for one day,
or until it is about half dry. It is then bunched with the rake or by
hand and thrown into cocks with the fork. Hay cocks are pre-
ferably as tall and narrow as possible so as to allow better circulation
of air around and through them. Here the hay may remain three,
four or more days until it is thoroughly cured, whereupon it may be
baled or stacked directly from the cock.

The general principle to be kept in mind is that the hay should
be cured with as little exposure to direct sunlight, dew or rain as
possible. Too much direct sunlight bleaches tLc hay, detracting much
from its appearance, palatability, and, to a certain extent also, its
feeding value. Hay should be gotten into the stack or shed with the
least possible handling, since at each operation some of the leaves are
shattered from the stems and lost. While the leaves roake up but
one-half of the weight of the hay, slightly over 70 percent of the entire
protein content is contained in them. The importance of so handling
the hay as to retain the leaves without loss is therefore easily recog-
nized. Experiments at the Colorado Station1 show that under
ordinary farm conditions, the mechanical loss by shattering of leaves
and by hay left on the ground varied from 5 to 10 percent. Loss
in dry matter due to cloudy weather or rains varied from nothing
to 26 percent. These losses were not only caused by the wasting of
material, but also by decomposition due to fermentation and by the
leaching of soluble substances from the hay itself. Headden2 shows
the effect of rainfall on the food value in an example where hay cut
on May 28 could not be sufficiently cured for storing until June 12
on account of rainy weather. During most of this time the sky
was clouded and the total rainfall was 1.76 inches, Samples of the
original hay, artificially and perfectly cured without loss, contained
18i7 percent of protein while that exposed to the wtather for two
weeks contained only ILO percent of this most valuable of Its food
efeiromts* Bvem g light raia destroys that bright gteen color so
characteristic of first class alfalfa hay.

rate oa^ dew ,
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and leaves is more apt to cause damage than the same ainount of
natural water contained Within the plant. -This external moisturfe
favors bacterial action and the growth of various molds. It is, there-
fore, highly important that there should not be the least dampness
from dew or rain upon the hay when it is stored.

HAtTUNG, STACKING AND STORING

When the fields are small and labor plentiful, alfalfa may be
loaded on the wagon by hand and hauled to the stack or shed. Here
various means of unloading have been devised to save time over the
old method of lifting hay by the hand fork. Slings made from a
network of ropes may be placed on the load at intervals, which being
taken np successively by block aad tackle at the barn, unload the hay
very swiftly. Double grapple hooks are also made which will take
up a large quantity of hay at once and lift it into the shed or onto
a stack. The unloading tool in most common use in Arizona is the
type of Jackson fork manufactured in California. This is simple
ia its structure and operation, and may be used either with the der-
rick or with pulley and track.

Several forms of loaders are on the market designed to take the
hay directly from the swath or windrow and deposit it on the wagon.
Only the latter type is of interest to Arizona farmers, since here it is
always advisable to cure the hay in the windrow or cock to avoid
bleaching and the loss of leaves by shattering. Very few of these
are in use in Arizona at the present time and there is a diversity of
opinion among those who have used them as to their practical value

Many of those who handle hay on a large scale find it most
profitable to draw the hay directly from the windrow or cock to the
stack by means of a sweep~rak£, buck-rake, or ''go-devil/* These
are in use only where the hay is to be baled or stacked, in or very
near the field where it is grown. They are not Suited for carrying
loads more than a short distance. These tools consist essentially
of a row of long horizontal teeth which slide along the ground and
pick up the hay. At the back is a suitable frame or rake to catch
and hold the load of hay. The draft team, consisting of two to four
horses, is hitched at the sides in some forms, and at the rear in
others. In the cheaper and older forms, the teeth and load slide on
the ground at all times, but the better types are fitted with wheels
and arrangement is made to lift the weight from the ground as soon
4S the load is secured. I& this type the loss of hay and the draft is
ligtiter while passing to 4&d from the stack. Many farmers complain
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that these tools do not tah up hay d~a.n, but when this is the case 
it, is .'M\ easy matt~1'" lQ.pjck up and bunch with an ordinary dump
rqke wpatC\'cr ~ql.st.c there i'i lc~t aiong,tJle windrow ·or row of cock.s. 

),J W~ere\-cr {the ha}' '.$ 10 be !'..tacked in th~, Geld,uliihed Of' bar-n, 
s9.~ form of D1cc1wn.i,cai liftjs Q, pro(itab\e. ~a vt:r.-pE. time and labor. 
The double grapple fork, h.ay sling, or jackson..{qrk with puHcy and 
track for use ill ham or shed have aln'ady been mentioned. Among 
the simplc!'>l dl'vicCl; (pr ,sta{'king is tliedcrri(>k ~et up on rullners or 
wheels and proyidt'd with a f(Jfk for lifting the bay. A rope and pu]· 

• 

A . 
,. 

• • 

ley is arranged for a horst' as lifting power , A line is attached to the 
arlll of the derriek wherdl), the man on the stack Illay bring the load 
to the dc!'ired posilinn and drop it. The unrie'" is u~ually set at a 
slight angle so that the arm swings back to its original position for 
reloading when rclt'ased. 

III another form of cheap stacker, two long uprights are set in 
the ground about JO or 15 feel apart anu inclined together at the 
top where they are firmly Lolted. Two other similar uprights 
art! located at a distauce from the first equal to the length of the 
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slack desired. A strong wire rope is now brought over the tops of 
the frame thus formed, dra\vn light and anchored firmly in the grO:und 
at eitl1er end. Wbtore the rope pas~es through Ule crotch of tbet up
rigbts i[ must be fastehe'd ~ceurcly to prevent it from Slipping' and 

pulJing --j,-e-'w;i;'~ 
part of t 

may ruXX. ,'iV0n 
ItI the ~~' manner as 
halted b~)1eatb the rope track 
ried along the rope and deposited,on 
of mechanical stackers have been c:f(!:vised. 
cially desiglH'.d for taking the hay directly (rom the sweep-rake or 
go-devil, elevating it and dropping it CUI the stack. O('scriptiolls and 
prices of these may be obtained from dealers in farm machinery. 

A large proportion of the alfalfa hay produced in Arizona is
stacked in the open. This procedure would be fraught with much; 
loss in any section with a less dry and equable climate. Alfalfa hay 
sheds water probably more ineffectually than nny oilier forage crop. 
Cuttings made pre\'iolls to or during our .summer rains and stacked 
in tlll' open arc espcdally liable to injury. The writer knows of 
sen~ral iustanccs wh(,re large, w~:lI built stacks of alfalfa have ~tn: 
baJly wet by a "ingk, heavy, summer rain. When on('e wet it is 
\-cry ditlkult to optn up a sta('k Ilnd recurc the alfalfa. SUCh, 
los~es coming wh('1\ tll(:Y are least expected, make it an open ques
tion wheth(·r it is not always better to proyide a shed in which the
tLlIo.Jfo may be stored. 

The aclyontages of 'it(tC'kiug alfalfa as compared with other 
ntdhods of storog't· arc, (I) the rapidity with which it can b<: carried 
out on a Inrge ~l'ale in Sta'ions of rush work, (2) the chtapm:ss of this 
mod(· (If storag-c. ·:JI the small amount of halulliIlJ; it requires and 
hence the minimulll oi loss from shattering, and (..\1 tht, l'on\"cnjcnc~ 
with "hieh it lIlay tc fcd to cattle. 

In SUlsons of ru~h work On large farms it would 11(: almost iot· 
pO!lsihle to bal{' tIll: hay as fast as it is harvested and ('lIred, without 
leaving it in the windrow or cock so long as to become u1lnecessarily 
dry or to expos!: it to the danger ·of injury by lincertain summer 
showers. In ca~l'S where the hay is to bebalt:d. it is therdore usuall~· 
stackcd tl:mporarily ulltil tl]e baling can be delle. 

Where hay is to be kd on the farm, it is unnccessary to go to 
the trouble and CXJllllSe of baling it. \VhE't1, howevE'r, it is left el[
poS<'d in the stack fllr the whole stason, more or 1c~s damag" is almost 
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-certain to result. The. saving of this damage will usually mo~ thaa 
pay interest on an investment in a good ha~' shed . 

When , on the other hand, the hay must remajn in the stack for 
som(' time , it is ne«5sary that the. stack be carefully buill. In orc.kt 

Pi.e 6 -Alfoll. hy ... ltd by o, ..,kill, ill t be .. pte" E~»C'nm""u b."cabow .. th o' Ute "Yenoc~ 
1 ... I .. lood v"'u~ of Ill Il .. lI. hpt in ..a unprot ...,. ed .. ..,k over t h o, stored ill .. barn .... . ~ is 
!!O pen:en' In 00"' . fun the 1_ "'.,. be.,.low .. 10 Pft""" .. t. ... _I .. I.l'u .. ...;I~ ......... "..... 
_ ...... than h.lf 01 th e hoy m n be .poiler! 

r,~." 11.,- ,1".,1'''; 1<,", I",," ~"r""l .. -"I •• ",1 wr ... hiMb ~llb •• v.... Thl, ." b"l<I<al ,,.,, 
,\'",1) tnn .,,1 !..oIl.<I.<11..1I ,,- "00 ",,,,100 I ........ ' '" ,I' f_h Ri ••• \"~II,,, ...... l'-··o~"""ltlJ 
'l!X~) 

that it ~JJ('d water ttl I h·,. iI'_.1 advantage and J{iH~ the It'cst pne<.ntage 
of wash:, thc' "tal'k !oilould I;~· <l~ tall a~ po:-sibl{, in proportion to its 
width. Thi .. , oi ('our~<:. will dt'pl'lld upon the quantity of hay to be 
stacked and llll' }u.:iXht of tlIte a\'nilabJe do::rrick or :;;tacker Stackers 
which will rai~t' tlie load u:- hig"h ns 26 to 30 f~et are not uncommon. 
A stack 2;; feet high :-hould nol be over IS or 20 feet in width. 
Care should always he taken t() I;:cep the ccnter well filled and 
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tramped in order that as settling takes place there will always be
maintained a middle ridge to turn away rain rather than a depression
to collect it. Since, however, alfalfa hay turn swater so poorly, it
is always best to cap the stack with a heavy canvas, or in the
absence of this, a layer of grass or sorghum hay a foot or two
thick.

As a result of careful experiments in Colorado, Cooke1 con-
•eludes that the average loss in food value of alfalfa kept in the stack,
over that stored in a barn or shed is 20 percent. In favorable years
the loss may be as low as 10 percent, while in years with much rain,
more than half the hay may be spoiled These losses emphasize
the economy of storing alfalfa in a well built shed rather than in
the open. Such a shed, holding 100 tons of loose hay or 350 tons in
the bale, has been built m the Gila Valley for about $600 Now,
using the minimum loss of 10 percent on loose hay, we have an annual
saving of 10 tons worth $120 as a return for the expenditure on
the shed, Basing the calculation on baled hay we would find an
even greater saving. One hundred and twenty dollars would repay
the capital in five years and leave a shed which certainly should be
in good condition for an~additk>nalr'terr years. Looked a£ in Another,
way, the $120 would pay an interest of 8 percent on $600 and
leave a net income of $72 a year. A good shed is thus not only
seen to be a paying investment in ordinary years, but it is, more*
over, an insurance against heavy loss in seasons of exceptional
rainfall.

STORAGE SPACE REQUIRED FOR HAY

Baled hay occupies 140 to 160 cubic feet per ton, the average
being about 150 cubic feet The size of the bale vanes slightly with
the different sixes and makes of presses A very common size
is 15 x 18 x 37 inches Such a bale will usually weigh 70 to 80
pounds according to the pressure used m packing, and the moisture
content of the hay. Bales weighing 100 pounds are put up in certain
sections, especially Southern California, but the Arizona market pre-
fers the smaller size* Loose alfalfa hay freshly stacked occupies about
512 cubic feet per ton, when stacked five or six months, 422 cubic
feet per ton; stacks of medium size, a year or more old, 342 cubic feet
per ton, aacl large, old Stacks, 216 cubic feet per ton. In calculat-
ing tte capacity of a shed for loose hay, the higher figure of 512

1. Cook*. W W* ' titam N<rtwT Colorado Agr E«p Sta Bui No 57 (1900), p 6
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cubic feet per ton should be used, since it is ordinarily filled before
the hay has had time to settle to a marked degree. •

, The following rule for measuring alfalfa hay in the stack or mow
is given by Ten Eyck1.

" "With a long stack ox rick, the usual method is to'throw a lin^
over the stack, measuring the distance in feet from the bottom of
the stack on one side to the bottom on the other, add to this the aver-
ag£ width of the stack in feet, divide tins stun by 4 (which giveathe
side of the square), multiply the quotient by itself, and this product
by the length of the stack in feet. This will give the number of cubic
feet in the stack which may be divided by 512, 422, or 342 cubic feet
in a ton, in order to find the number of tons. For small, low ricks,
the rule is to subtract the width from the "over", divide by 2, mul-
tiply by the width, and multiply the product by the length, dividing
the result by the number of cubic feet in a ton,

'* There is no established rule for measuring round stacks, but
this one will approximate the contents of a stack of ordinary conical
form: Find the circumference at or above the,base or bulge at a>
height that will average the base from there to the ground; find the
vertical height of the measured circumference from the ground and
the slant height from the measured circumference to the top fof the
•stack, taking all measurements in feet. Multiply the circumference
by itself, divide by 100 and multiply by 8, then multiply the result
by the height of the base, plus one-third of the slant height of the top.,
The hay in a round stack is usually less compact than in a rectangular
stack, hence a greater number of feet should be allowed per ton—
with well settled hay, probably 512 cubic feet."

BALING

Where the distance from market necessitates a long haul or
where the product is shipped by rail, alfalfa hay should be baled.
The bulk is thus reduced to about two-sevenths of that of loose hay,
handling is much facilitated and ?hed space is economized. A
good press costs from $300 up, according to size and make. The
small alfalfa grower, therefore, usually finds it to advantage to
hirehis hay baled. In Arizona this costs from $2.00 to $2.60
a ton, varying with the locality and season. Wherever the hay
can be baled from the cock or windrow, the expense of one hand-
ling can be sa\ed. When, however, tfat press cannot be se-
cured at the proper time, or when the baling cannot be done fast

?1 to_^ take care of the crop, it will be saeceee^ry to put the hay
1 Ten Eyck, A M. Alfalfa, Kama. A*r. B*p, Sta. B?*t. Ko. IM ~ "
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into shed or stack. It is here very convenient to have two sheds.
Under the first, hay can be thrown temporarily in the early part of
the season and receive protection white it is awaiting the baler; As
it^baled it cart be stored in the second shed. When the summef
raifrs are ov&r, the last one or two crops may be safely baled from the"
cock or windrow and stored in the first shfed for protection from the"
winter rains. Moreover, extra shed space is very desirable for the
housing of farm machinery. The disadvantage of baling lies only
in the extra cost. Where the hay is to be fed on the farm it is not
worth while. When, however, the hay is to be sold in the general
market, the cost of baling is more than compensated for in the
increased price which may be received for it, in the facility
with which it may be handled and in the marked economy of storage
space when it is being held for higher prices.

SHRINKAGE IN STORAGE

Whether it is better to sell the hay at once or to hold it for-
higher winter prices, is determined by the relation between the shrink-
age in weight during storage and the increase in price so obtained;
alsb damage from storms, sunburn, and cost of insurance. The
shrinkage in the Salt River Valley resulting from holding in stack all
six cuttings from a given field until February 11, was 11 percent in
1907. In the following season loose hay from the third cutting
was stacked July 20. When sold December 14, following, the
loss in weight amounted to 23 percent.1 At Yuma the shrinkage
of the season's crop of baled hay, sold the following January was
observed at 2.4 and 3.5 percent. In Colorado2 the loss m weight
from first cutting alfalfa stored in a shed in June and held for eight
months averaged 12 percent. Loss in the stack during that time
averaged 17.7 percent. Ten Byck3 says : " Men experienced in hand-
ling hay usually figure on about 20 percent loss in weight after the
hay is put into the stack or mow'until it is sold or baled/' Now,
estimating the summer value at $8 a ton and the loss due to shrink-
age at 20 percent, the farmer would have to sell his hay at $10 a
ton in order to break even. Any price secured above this could
be counted as interest returns on the investment during storage, on
the cost of sheds or other necessary protection, and finally as net
profit. Thus, if 100 tons of fresh hay worth $8 a ton be stored

Report of Animal Husbandman, in Ariz Agr. Exp. Sta. Ann Rept IS
(1907) t> 224

i' %ooke; W W Farm Notes Colo Agr Exp Sta Bui. Ho, 57 (1900). p, 7-9.
3. Ten EyckT A M Alfalfa, Kans. Agr Exp Sta Bui No, 155 (1908), p 258,
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in a shed costing $600 and sold at the end of nine months for $12 %
ton, the profits would be as follows: There woiild be at this time
.80 tons of hay worth $960. The value of the fresh hay was $800.
The gross profit is $160. Beduct from this the interest on $800
JOT nine months, $48, and on $600 for twelve months, $48, and w*
have kit $64 as a net profit from holding.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION

Hay that is damp will ferment and heat. This fermentation
is a result of bacterial growth. When it takes place in the mow or
stack, the heat produced cannot readily escape by radiation. The
increase in warmth accelerates the bacterial growth to such an extent
that the temperature of the mass rises rapidly. If the moisture is
sufficient to support it, the bacterial fermentation may become so
active as to raise the temperature as high as 133° F. At this tem-
perature chemical oxidation takes place which may raise the temper-
ature above the ignition point. If a supply of air by any means
reaches the hay in this condition it will burst into flame. Such cases

are frequent in the Middle West. At one
time they became so^serious that the Kansas Experiment Station de-
voted an entire bulletin to information concerning their cattse^cm4
prevention.1

Even though the temperature may rise above the ignition point,
unless the stack is opened and a draft of air supplied, fire is not apt
to break out. In such cases the hay may turn brown or even become
charred and so brittle that it cannot be raised with a fork. If no air is
allowed access to this mass, it will cool slowly without other injury
than that to the charred and blackened hay. The actual fire, in
most cases of spontaneous combustion is started by the farmer him-
self who, becoming alarmed on account of the vapors and odors
arising from the heating stack, attempts to open it.

The only safe and efficient means of preventing injury by heat-
ing or spontaneous combustion is to see that the hay is well cured
before it is put into the stack or shed. The rank and succulent
growth of the first and second cuttings is much more apt to heat and
burn than the later mown hay. Especial care should therefore
be exercised in the early part of the season, to have, not only the leaves,
but the stems also, well dried out before the hay is stored,

1. Ottrell, H, M. Spontaneous Combustion of Alfalf** K*s» Bui No 109 (IMS),
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ALFALFA ENSILAGE

The ease and slight loss with which alfalfa hay may be cured in
this climate, and the eager relish with which it is eaten by all kinds
of farm animals make any other manner of preserving this forage
unnecessary. Even dairymen can secure green pasturage from
alfalfa for their cows almost throughout the year. For these reasons
the making of alfalfa ensilage is little practiced in Arizona. Alfalfa
is not so well adapted to the making of silage as corn or the grain
sorghums. If it is allowed to become too old or withered before
putting it into the silo, it does not pack well and is liable to spoil.
If cut while yet too young and succulent, it frequently becomes acid
and has a disagreeable odor and taste. Still, when cut in nearly
full bloom, raked at once and hurried to the silo without a chance
to wither, and well tramped and weighted on top with two or three
feet of some heavy, close-lying material like green corn, alfalfa may
be made into an excellent silage with little loss. If it is first run
through an ensilage cutter and chopped into about one-fourth to
one-half inch lengths it will pack and keep better,

Such an ensilage makes an excellent food for milch cows, calves
and pigs. On large dairy farms where winter pasturage is apt to
fail, alfalfa silage may prove profitable.

COST OF PRODUCING HAY

A fair estimate of the cost of producing and harvesting an acre
of well established alfalfa, together with the returns which might
ordinarily be expected, is presented as follows:

COSTS
Mowing five times * • • $ 2.50
Raking five times 25
Hauling and stacking 6-25
Water and taxes..,,, 2.60
Labor irrigating. 1 -^
Cultivating (disking or harrowing) 1-00
Cleaning ditches 50
Storing (interest on cost of shed) : 3 * 0 0

$17.10
RETURNS

6 tons of hay in stack at $7 per ton $42.00
2 moatto pasturage for t*o animate - - • • • 6.00

Total tetunia $48,00
Costs... -v.17'10

Net rttruans peram of hay. * • • $30.90
Net profit on investment of $150 20.6 percent
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When the hay is baled, these estimates may be modified as fol-
lows

COSTS
Cost of cultivation, water and harvesting $17 . 10
Baling 6 tons of hay at $2 50 per ton ___J^i?5

$32.10
RETURNS

Six tons baled hay at $10 per ton , $60.00
Two months pasturage for two animals ^_ 6 00

Total returns $66.00
Costs . 32_ 10
Net returns per acre of ha> $33 . 90
Net profit on investment of $150 . . 22 6 percent

Where the hay can be baled from the cock or windrow the extra
cost of stacking will be saved. This will probably amount to at
least $1.50 an acre. Moreover, the shed space required for storage
will be only one-third as great. This item will amount to $2 an
acre. We thus have a net saving of approximately $3.50 an acre
where the baling can be done from the windrow or cock,

If we figure the live stock and machinery of an alfalfa farm to
be worth approximately $40 an acre, against which we may cal-
culate an annual interest and depreciation of 25 percent, we still
have remaining a net profit of 13.27 percent for unbaled, and 15.93
percent for baled hay.

ALFALFA AS A HONEY PLANT

A source of income from alfalfa which should not be neglected is
the production of honey. Especially is this true of sections devoted
to seed growing. The annual yield of honey per hive is much
greater in alfalfa growing sections than elsewhere. Secretary Coburn
of the Kansas Board of Agriculture, states that** Not only may the
bees in alfalfa districts make double or treble the usual amount of
honey, but this honey is very superior in quality, unequaled even by
white clover honey of the eastern states. In favorable seasons, 100
pounds of honey per hive is no uncommon yield in alfalfa regions*"
Concerning alfalfa honey, Richter1 has the following to say : * * Honey
water- white, white, light amber or amber according to the locality,
character of the soil and season of the year; of excellent body and gran-
ulates within a few months after extraction* Alfalfa is the most
reliable honey plant in California* The San Joaqtun and Imperial
Valleys are the two leading alfalfa honey districts. In the former,
the first and last crops yield little, if any, honey, but the second" ' '

Bichter, M. CX Honey plants of California, ' Calilnk ' A g n * $ > '
(19), p. 998*
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and third, when the proper chmahc conditIOns prevail, give up 
a great abundance of nectar Mr. J. T. Dunn of Fresno says 
that four or five days of hot weather and httle or no wlDd in the 
early part of June, WIll "bring out" the nectar, and lUsure a flow, 
whether or not wind or cooler weaiher comes later. In respect to 
the influence of the soil on the color of honey, it appears that alfalfa 
grown on sandy soil which does not hold water, WIll produce honey 
light in color, but In many portlOns of the valley where alluvial soil 
prevails, and where water is wlthm four to eight feet of the surrace, 
the color of the halley IS decidedly amber In the Imperial Valley 

A B c D 

F,g. 8.-Alfalfa fiowers eDlata:ed .... d dISSected The meehamsm 18 here .hown by ""iI1ch the piaat 
promot ... c:r<>n-fertdu.atton A -Top view, enb,re fl.ower B -'top new vnth ~o.lY" .... d ballller 
removed Note the spurs Oil the upper backs of the WIIIgll winch rest UpOII the cent~ol eolulIIII, 
also tile eOll'$ wln¢h edelld Inward from the bas ... of the spu,.., to hold the two part. of the keel 
together SImIlar 0,,1" on the keel mto .. iI1el! th ... e t.t, <!%tend mw .... d and hold the eentl'oLi column 
In p1aee c-Samo ... II, s,d. VIew D -Same as B, .. de VIeW, hut .hov;utg the central eolu!IlII, 
lleanng the stamens .. nd plShl, rele .... d from the Le.1 .. nd bent baekw9.td The prob'>SC1S of the 
Insect, m uek,,,, "e<'laI' at the base of the 1'1" .... , p ....... huween the spun 9.nd pr.,..es them .. pact 
Tlus spread",g movement, he"'lt trausfem:!d by the taJ:/I on the W"'gII to t.he keel, allow. free exit 
for the column of stamens 9.nd the p,stu wmch ware form .. ly wrapped w,tb"" tbe keel ", such a 
zna .. ner that the pollen ceuld not readily reach the sl1gma Unt •• " thIS spnng m.ehll.lllSlII be set 
nil' by mseets, or otller extetnlll forces, the Bowen, Wlth few e>:ccpI10118, will WIther w.thout sethng 
~d. 

the flow is constant except that sometimes the first crop is a little 
light. Both of these districts report that the color of the last extrac~ 
tion of honey 1S perceptibly darker than earlier extractions. In the 
Sacramento Valley considerable honey of excellent quality is pro· 
cured especially when either the second or third cutting of alfalfa is 
allowed to go to seed, Mr. '!'hos. J. Mumma of Dunnigan, states 
that alfalfa grown on light, sandy soil produces a pure white honey, 
while that grown on heavier soils is slightly amber in color." 

Estimates by bee raisers in Arizona place the yield of honey 
by alfalfa at from 200 to 300 pounds an acre each year. 
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THE SEED CROP

The growing of alfalfa seed is an important industry in Arizona.
The yearly income from this source alone to the farmers of the Salt
and Colorado River Valleys has exceeded $250,000. Many of the lands
of these valleys are well suited to this purpose. The dry, hot weather
of May and June is favorable, also, and results in the setting of
heavy seed crops. Four hundred pounds an acre is considered only
fair, 500 to 650 pounds are not uncommon, and yields of 1000 pounds
an acre are known. These seed crops usually ripen without a drop
of rainfall on them from the time of blooming until threshed. This
fact, with the comparative absence of dodder and other noxious
weeds in the seed producing districts, renders Arizona grown alfalfa
seed second to none in purity and quality.

Any soil on which alfalfa will thrive, may be made to produce
good seed crops provided it has a sufficient slope to drain well The
best situations are such as have a light soil and a little too much fall
for the best production of hay. Across these lands the water runs
swiftly and it is possible to give the crop a light irrigation without
soaking up the soil to such a degree as will over-stimulate the vege-
tative growth of the plants. For the best seed crops the stand should
be thin so that each plant may secure an ample supply of light and
make a stout, bushy growth.

Irrigation should be sparing. Where two irrigations are given
for a hay crop, one is ample for the production of seed unless the
plants begin to wilt, in which case they may be revived by a second
light irrigation.

The general practice in Arizona is to save the second crop for
seed. The first crop, having the benefit of the winter's rest and rains,
together with one or more heavy irrigations, is usually very rank and
succulent. Such a growth will produce an abundant and profitable
crop of hay, but the seed yield will be low. The second crop is
more uniform in its development and its blooming season falls in that
time of the year when the weather is most favorable to the production
of seed. In Arizona the second crop blooms Jti May, and the harvest
occurs in June when there is very little danger of rain. Crops later
than the second are not so well adapted to seed production, since
they are liable to be hampered by summer rains and are more subject
to the attacks of seed destroying insects.

The crop should be cut when from one-half to two-thirds of
tlie $eed pods have turned brown and before much shattering has
taken place. When gathered too earJbf the stteds* tfcougfc in
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cases viable, have a greenish color and are shrunken. When fully
matured they are plump, have a brignt yellow color and bring the
highest price on the market. American-grown seed often suffers in
comparison with European or Asiatic alfalfa seed in this respect. In
any case, alfalfa seed ripens unevenly. Some of the pods are yet
green and immature while others are fully ripe and beginning to shat-
ter. Good judgment is therefore required on the part of the grower
to determine when to cut the crop in order to save the greatest
quantity of well ripened seed.

In mowing the seed crop the machine should be furnished with
an attachment for bunching or windrowmg. This delivers the straw
at one side and out of the way. If the machine and draft animals
are allowed to pass over the fallen swath as the next is bemg cut
much loss from shattering will result. Some farmers in the Middle
West cut the alfalfa seed crop with a self-binder, but this machine is
little used in Arizona. As soon as the alfalfa is cut it should be raked
into windrows, or, if bunched, the bunches may be thrown together
into small cocks. Many prefer to cure the straw m cocks assigning
as a reason that the seed is prevented from bleaching so much, and
that the straw is more protected from showers and cures better.
Here it remains until it is ready to thresh or stack. Seed straw re-
quires longer to cure than ordinary hay because of the comparative
absence of leaves which assist in drawing the moisture from the stems*
When thoroughly cured the seed may be threshed directly from the
cock or windrow. If a thresher is not available at this time the
straw must be stacked. It may be picked up from the windrow or
cock either by hand or with a sweep-rake but in any case it should be
handled as little as possible and with great care. When well cured
the pods break off and are lost very readily. When, therefore, it is
to be handled by hand and loaded on a wagon, it is customary to
make the cocks small enough for a man to Hfi; one at a forkful. This
will avoid pulling the bunches apart in loading, with consequent
shattering of seed.

It is also profitable to use a hay frame having a solid, close
fitting bottom, or to spread a heavy canvas over the bottom of the
frame to catch and save the shattered seeds. After the straw has
been put into the stack, many growers claim that it should be threshed
at once or else allowed to sweat before it is touched. If the stems
are put tip too green the stack will heat, thus destroying the bright
color of the seed and frequently its vitality as well,

Large quantities of alfalfa seed^ are threshed with an ordinary
separator having an alfalfa seed attachment. This frequently
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consists merely in the readjustment of the concaves and the addition
of two or three extra sieves. In sections where seed growing is made
a business, a good alfalfa huller is indispensable. The reason for
this is that the seed so obtained is much cleaner and there is less loss
in the straw. In districts where both hullers and threshers are used
the owners of hullers frequently find it worth while to pay for the privi-
lege of rethreshing straw that has been run through a grain separator.

Seed threshed by a separator or a huller without a recleaning
attachment should be recleaned before being placed on the market.
The shrinkage in weight due to recleaning, and the cost of the same,
is more than compensated for in the increased price and in the satis-
faction of handling first class seed. After being threshed the seed
may be stored in sacks in a good dry, well aerated warehouse until
ready for market. If the seed is damp it should be first spread out
on a tight floor and shoveled over a few times until it is perfectly
dry. If sacked and stored in a damp condition it will heat and lose
in both color and vitality.

PROFITS IN SEED GROWING

Whether it is best to grow seed or hay depends upon the suita-
bility of the soil for this purpose, market conditions and the relative
prevailing prices of the two products. In districts located at some
distance from a railroad market, the expense of hauling would be
much less for seed than for hay.

The seed crop requires ten to twelve weeks for maturing. The
comparative returns from seed and hay may therefore be figured on
the basis that a seed crop will displace two cuttings of hay,

What may be considered a fait estimate of yields and profit
per acre in alfalfa seed growing in the lower Gila Valley is given by
Forbes1 as follows:

COSTS
Two tons alfalfa hay sacrificed, at 16 per ton , $12 00
Water, three months supply 50
Cutting and hauling . , 1 75
Threshing, 400 pounds of rccc', at 3 cents 12 00
Sacking, at 15 cents per hundred pounce 60
Hauling, at 25 cents per hundred pownds I 00

$27 85

1, Forbes, R, H. Irrigation and Agricultural Practto i» Arkoo* Alias Air. 5sp. Stfu.
BtaL No 63 (1911), p 74.
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RETURNS

One ton alfalfa straw $ 4 00
400 Ib seed, at 14 cents 56 00

$60 00
Costs .. 27 85

Net gain on fair average seed crop. . . $32 15

"In addition to the seed crop, two cuttings of hay and winter
pasturage are obtained."

ALFALFA SEED FAILURES

According to the observations of the writer the most common
causes of failure in the alfalfa seed crop in Arizona are three. These
are as follows: Too thick stand, too rank growth and the attacks
of insects.

Stand' In order to set a full seed crop the plant should be
stocky, well branched and spreading. Light must have free access
to the plant. Alfalfa never reaches this condition when crowded,
but grows slender, with but few branches and only a small bunch
of seed pods at the very tips of the stems. This is caused by the fact
that the shaded part of a plant rarely branches; it produces but few
flowers and even these very seldom set po<3s. T&£ Heaviest alfalfa
seed crops are obtained where the stand 3$ li&f*t and open*. The
advantage gained in the production of seed ty'pj^iy of room is
exhibited by the scattering plants at th£ edges of fields or along the
rights of way of railroads, Such plants are often observed well
loaded with seed pods when those in adjoining fields are setting seeds
poorly. Light stands are, of course, open to the objections that the
yield in hay is often lower and weeds are more apt to gain a foothold
in the open spaces. Many farmers, however, overcome this diffi-
culty to advantage by a thorough disking or harrowing in the fall
and by the growing of winter grain in the alfalfa. This is cut for hay
with the first crop of alfalfa, greatly increasing the yield and mak-
ing a feed which is considered by many superior to alfalfa alone,
especially for horses. The second crop is then left for seed. One or
two fall crops of hay may then be secured in which the weeds are
kept down by summer disking.

This same question of light and weeds, together with that of
moisture conservation* has led to many experiments in row planting
with mtercultttre, fo* the production of alfalfa seed. This method
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is proving highly satisfactory in parts of western Texas, Oklahoma, 
Utah and Kansas. 

Ra11k grote/il: Any condition which promotes excessive vf.:ge
tathe growth of a plant also lJas u tendency to feta,rel or inhibit the 
production of seed. 'l'his is espcciully true of rank growth, induced 
by an nhundant watcr. supply, and is even morc llltlrked when 
abundant moisture is accompanied by an exccssof nitrogenous fer
tiJizersorofl1umusin thesai!. AJfalfaplantsgrown under such COD

ditions will bloom freely 
but the flowers drop 
\\;thout setting pods. A 
'-cry striking example of 
lhis came under tIle ob
!;crYatiOIl of the writer 
duriilg the stlly"ncr of 
HHI. Iu a plot of ttlfal
fa grOWillg' in rows, a 
certain row was allowed 
to mature and go to 
seed. It happt:ned that 
a leaking water tap was 
located at onc end of 
t.h.is ro,,,. \Vater escap
ed just fast enough to 
keep one-baH of lbc row 
moist. The remaining 
half received water only 
when irrigated. It was 
interesting to note that 
although the plants in 
the moist part of the 
row were from eight to 
ten inches taller than 

Fir. II.-A fun Mod .;rop is .~, .. hn tb~ plAnt 11 .tacky .... U lh s' de , ct' 
bn""bHl .nd 5pceading. Ligbt mu~t b ... oa Iree aeCUS to an e rem III r, p a 1-
parto. cally no seed pods were 

set by t]lCtn unt.il after the water tap had been repaired; whereas 
on tile drier part of the row a very abundant crop was produced. 
The soil was perfectly uniform and all the plants were cuttings 
froUl a single mother plant.. The se{'d crop is best when just enough 
water is suppljed to keep up a healthy but hard (not succulcut) 
growth. Irrigation should be light a11(\ just frequent enough to 
prevent nle plants from withering. Some -fields are so level and 
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the ratl' of flow acr()~s thl:1n so slow that water cannot I.:c made 
to co\"~r th~1ll without bi.'c01nil1.~ too Wl't for a successful sl'l'd t'rop. 
Such laud..; arl: untiUt·d j"r S('cd production. Il is for thi" reason 
that lTlall~' farm~'rs prl'fl'r "stel'p land ", that is, land in whil'h the 
slope is ralhl:r tOil rnul'it for the bc:st hay crops. Aero,,!> these 
fields thl: watl'r nuts swiftly, gi"ing litllc time to soak in. The plants 
are thereforc instll"l'd a li;.;hl irrigation, Th('" slope requir!.'d for good 
seed production "aries WitJl the permeahility of the soil. Sandy 

}I'II'.lIJ .. \.-On 1,1.""I"ih ... ", ... " ,e.d "" .~ro .. "t ol.u u...".. of tn'mt"' ..... t .... '.Ilk 
,ro .. lb, th. 110, .... "1,,,1' ..... ", ... fltr tll~)' 101<1<>'" Ju~;,,~ the n~,,"" fa,,",m. attached. B. ·Wb~ 
cn> .. ded thr ItlKn" ". -I,·"tl ... ,,"h but r,· ... l>.a"d,,,,, ~"d ... ul)" ~ "".11 b"n,'11 ol. , .. d .. t tho lop of 
tht ... m" 

land into which tht' water soaks readily must have more slope than 
stiff or clay soils. The morl' rank the growth of the plants, the 
thinner must bf" the stand if good seed production is to be secu red. 

Insects: Among the in<;ccts which attack alfalfa may be men· 
tioned the alfalfa bulll'rfty IElfrYlIIlIs). thrips L4spholldylia lIIi'ki), 
and the clover <-,halds fly IBrllchophagl4s jUJlcbris), The butterfly 
is sddolll a !'ocriou"i CI!l:my to alfalfa Seed crops ill Arizona but the 
conspicuuusllcss (If thc large yellow adults as tJley flit about the 
fields at flow{'-rillg time has led many farmers to aseribe to them 
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damage which was caused by the presence of the chalcis fly or some
other unfavorable circumstance. The larvae of the butterfly are
green with either yellowish or pinkish stripes and they feed for the
most part on the leaves. At times they may destroy a few flower
clusters when they are young but serious damage from this cause is
unknown to the writer.

Thrips, which may be observed as minute yellowish-brown and
black creatures running over and among the flowers, are often present
in great numbers. Since the mouth parts of these tiny insects are
very feeble and fitted for scraping only, they can do but little damage
individually. In the spring of 1911, thrips were very abundant on
plants which the writer had selected as mother plants in certain
breeding work. In the operation of artificially pollinizing these flowers
the thrips were so thick that the operator's hands were covered by
them. The flowers, moreover, exhibited plainly the effects of their
feeding by the presence of many discolored patches on the petals.
On many plants these discolored, scraped areas were so numerous
that all of the flower clusters assumed a weak and sickly appearance.
However, in spite of the great number of thrips and the apparent
injury to the flowers, these same plants set an abundant crop of seed
pods. That thrips may sometimes become numerous enough to so
weaken the flowers that they will fail to set seed is indicated by num-
erous reports received by Dr. A. W. Merrill, State Entomologist.
During the spring of 1911 there were several complaints of a more or
less complete failure of the seed crop in the vicinity of Phoenix, due
possibly to the ravages of millions of thrips everywhere present in
the flowers. Definite proof of this injury is wanting in the opinion
of Dr. Merrill.

In the months of June and July the writer has frequently ob-
served peculiar straight or only slightly curved alfalfa pods. On
examination such pods were always found to be without seeds. If
taken in time they were often found to contain small reddish-orange
larvae. On submitting specimens to a member of the Bureau of En*
tomologyof the "U.S. Department of Agriculture these were identified
as the immature stage of Asfhondyha niikL Over limited areas the
writer has noted as high as 25 to 30 percent of the pods destroyed
by this insect. Injury on a large scale has not, however, been observed
up to the present time.

The chalcis fly (Bruchophagus funebns) is in all probability the
worst enemy of alfalfa seed in Arizona, The damage is ofteft the
more serious for the reason that the adult insect is so small as to escape
the notice of all except the most careful observers, and the damage is
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hidden until the crop is threshed, then exhibiting itself only in the 
reduced yield. 

The ad~.dt chalci~ fly is a minute, black, wasp-like insect slightly 
I~S5 than Onc-t\\elfth uf.1.11 j,lC1l long. The eggs a.re laid ill the spring 
by female!'! wJlich have lived Over rrom last season as larvae within 
seeds whit"h had fallen to lhe ground from the previous CfOP, or 
which had rClJluim-d on "olunker plants along the roadsides through
out tne winter. The female alights 011 the calyx soon d.fter tDe 
flower has blOOlJled and, thrustinr; her tube-like ovipositor (egA" lay
ing duct or tube) tIl rough 1I1e walls (.f tOle caliX an.! ovary (embryo 
pod), deposits her eggs in the (HTule (embryo ~eed). The eggs may 
.tho be laid in the Y()U!lZ pods :-ftc-r the petals haw fallen away. As 

.~ 

• 

the ovule develops, 
this egg haldu:s and 
the resulting larva 
feeds upon the interior 
of the growing seed. 
By the time the seed is 
mature thc larva is 
grown and rcady to 
transform into the 
winged adult. It has 
by this time d~\"oured 
all (If thc interior of 
tht: !->eed and has left 
ouly tilt' hull. A small 

I'i, 11 AI/".I/" S ... ,l Ch .. k,~ F!) .\,lul' 1~'u"lt ~",I ~Dl<nD" round hule IS now 
"I m~lc, 'h~ r",,,,,e ~"l .... g.d ~1, .. , 1~ lrn'~.. Mlcr \\chSlM"( 

cglla"\\cd through the 
hllll and alsolht ]l,1C1 through \\hit"II lIw fly ~CllpCS. DuriuK Krowtb 
antI den'lnpnwnt afTtTL·d "ITI]...; a.1(1 pod" 113"1.'(" 1111:("h 11;(: sallie 
appt:arauc\' as tillo hl'allhy !!Ill"". It is not ulltil the ~~eds urc mature 
that t}lI; pn'Sl"i\l'(' of till" ny l'an hc rit:leet{'(1. In(csted ~('l,ds are then 
bmwtl and mudl li.l.;htcf in m:iglti than thOSl" whit'll an' sound and 
\·iable. Sinn' :(11 that is Idt of lh~' (It:<.;troyc(i ~l"ed!-> are the 011tero;hclls 
they urc fnr 1111' Ulmt part eru!->hcd ill thro,hiag or t:!~e blown out by 
the fan The laT\ut: uf tht: ('hale;s fl~' are O\t:rdore not abundant 
in cOIl1Il1<"r('ia! ~l"('d~. 

Adult tli(;~ maturing: from egg-s laid in tll{" spring ~egin to appear 
in Arizona in {· .. rly Jum· and c(mtiIlU<: to emerge thrvughoul July 
and August. Tlll'Y 111[(~' thtn h" ()b~("i\"ed flyinl{ about the plan!s 
in searl"h of pods ami fiowt;fs at till: ri){llt stage for th(, d(;position of 
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eggs.~ Th(' shortest tim~ of incuhation (from cKg to adult) must be 
approximately six w('(:ks, sinc~ this is th~ usual time from flower to 
ripe seed. The larger numht'r of the flies <:ml:r~(; at this time, but 
tbere arc t'('rhlin belated indi\'iduals whidl do not come out for 
weeks or <'Yeil months. Sceds c{llIected October J to December 10, 
inI909. contained many lin' larvae the following April. That 
larvae, from eggs laid in April or ),ra~', might 110t em(:rge until the 
following spring. Ims lIot COille undt'r the ohsen"aUan of the writer, 

I'i,. 12 ·Alf,.ult ,,,,,,I dUlroyod h;- rkaki. Hi"", By th .. tJme the 
... ..,d are mat"", ,h~l"r~" .. "r ~h .. ch~Jt· .. ni .... ...-e "'~!, .. < Tlw~' ,b .. n 
" ..... 1>" by .,,~,.!o,'- ,. ,n, .. 11 ..... "!ld hok thru,,~b tbt "" .. <\_cO)Oot 

but Folsom of Illinoi"i found tlmt June 21, adults i~"u(!d irom heads 
of red clover which were collected as late asJullc,Ii of the following 
year. Since the first egg-laying period extends ()Yer more than a 
month in the spring, and since the time of incubation may vary fr~m 
a little less than six wecks to nearly a year, there is no discernible 
interval bctwecil the appcan:.nee of the first and second or succeeding 
broods. Howe\'er, {';teh generation multiplies the number of insects. 
The percentage of injury, therdore, increases with the season. 
Fields where the loss from dlalcis fiy would not exceed 10 percent in 
thc spring, will sometiTIles sustain a 10-;5 no:; high as 80 percent when 
a sced crop is Rttcmpt('d i;1 th" fall. "\0.; thn season ad"anecs a limal-

I. Fol ... m.J.W In_tP •• t.or<.:l<>v ... andAtr ... lf~ 111 Air ((.p.St •. But No. 13'(1009) 
p. 12R. 129. 
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ler proportion of the laivae emerge at the expiration of the usual
period of incubation fabout six weeks or somewhat less), and a greater
percentage of individuals does not emerge until the following spring.

The .amount of damage done by the chalcis fly varies with the
season. Alfalfa seed brought from Yuma m early June, 1910,
showed 6 percent loss June 26,1911, seeds from the same locality
were infested to the extent of 50 percent.

At Phoenix during 1909, counts made at intervals from October
21 to December 10, indicated an average loss of 74 percent on a
heavy crop of pods set. At Tucson, during June, 1911, the average
damage amounted to 80 percent; in September of the same year
the loss was 88 percent. Pods from Buckeye in June, 1911, showed
a loss of 65 percent of the seeds. Material from Thatcher received
July 8, 1911 was injured to the extent of 26 percent.

The loss seems to increase as the season advances until, in Sep-
tember and October, the destruction is usually nearly complete-
A number of plants carefully hand-pollinated during August and
September, 1912, had set a heavy crop of pods. When these pods
matured in October practically every seed had been destroyed.
Hundreds of pods were crushed without finding a single good seed.
The crop of pods was therefore not worth harvesting, although much
time and care had been devoted to its production.

The average loss calculated from the samples collected during
1911 was 61.7 percent, ranging from 26 to 88 percent in different
samples. The writer believes this is much above the usual loss,
since he is sure that chalcis flies were much more numerous at Tucson
than on average years, and he met with much more complaint of
more or less complete failures during that season than had been pre-
viously reported. If, however, we divide the present loss by three and
assume an average of only 20 percent we still have in the chalcis
fly an enemy of grave economic importance. It simply means that
where we now harvest 400 pounds of seed to the acre we should har-
vest 500 pounds. At current prices for alfalfa seed this would mean
$12 to $14 an acre and to a man\with 40 acres in seed, a financial
loss of $480. For the whole State it would mean a loss of more
than $60,OCO annually.

Since the adult insect does not feed upon the leaves of the plant,
and since the eggs are deposited within the tissues of the developing
seed pod where they are protected from all exterior disturbances,
applications of poisota sprays would probably be without effect. It
has been suggested that some substance having a disagreeable odo^
t&igibt be sprayed && th6 flowers. This, being obnoxious to the in-
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sects, would deter them from laying their eggs within the sprayed
flowers. Such a substance is, however, unknown to the writer and
even if such a spray could be found it might also drive away the bees
and thereby prevent the fertilization of the flowers. It is the opin-
ion of the writer that the most promising means of escaping the ravag-
es of the chalcis fly lie in the production of the seed crop in early
spring before the flies become sufficiently numerous to do great dam-
age. It seems that only a small percentage of the flies live over
winter. The first generation in the spring can, therefore, do but
little harm. If, however, the seed crop is deferred until adults
hatched from eggs laid in the early spring have matured, the infesta-
tion and damage will be many times multiplied. The writer would
therefore advise the making of the seed crop as early as possible.
It is the usual custom among Arizona seed growers to cut the first
crop for hay and allow the second to mature seed. The reason for
this is that the first crop is generally too rank in growth to set seed
well. It may bloom readily but the flowers fall without producing
pods. In late years, however, many farmers, especially in the vicin-
ity of Yuma, are finding that the first crop can be so handled that
it will set seed, and they have secured some remarkably heavy yields
by this means. The greater tendency of the plants to make heavy
vegetative growth in early spring after the winter resting period
requires greater care in irrigation in order to hold in check the purely
vegetative growth, and at the same time produce hardy and healthy,
seed producing plants.

The production of alfalfa seed in old bermuda pastures has been
profitably practiced on some farms. It has been found that by
lightly disking the sod in pastures which have been over-run by ber-
muda, and sowing and harrowing in the alfalfa seed, a light stand of
plants may be secured. Such a stand is especially favorable for the
production of seed. The bermuda seed is easily removed by means
of a sieve and fan, and the mat of grass keeps out other weeds but
does not itself shade the alfalfa. Such a field should be especially
favorable for controlling the water supply and securing early seed
crops, largely escaping the chalcis fly.

Since the chalcis fly o01y lives over winter in the larval state
within seeds shattered to the ground, and on plants which have
escaped the mower, it would be advisable to destroy all such seeds
by cutting and burning or turning under with the plow. If no seeds
were allowed to be produced after July, or if all such as were produced
after that date could be destroyed by December 15, we would be
practical!^ without chalcis fly injury tfae following year. Any
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tires, moreover, which have for their purpose the destruction of waste
seed during the fall or winter will preven loss from the chalcis fly the
following year to such extent as they are successfully accomplished.

The chalcis fly also infests bur clover, which is very common
in the alfalfa growing sections of Arizona. Since this blooms earlier
in spring than alfalfa it serves as an excellent breeding ground for
the first brood. Where bur clover is plentiful in early spring the in-
festation of the second crop of alfalfa by the chalcis fly is increased.
The destruction of all bur clover in communities devoted to the grow-
ing of alfalfa seed would therefore be highly advisable.

ENEMIES OF ALFALFA

INSECTS AFFECTING THE ALFALFA HAY CROP

Insects which affect the seed crop have already been discussed.
There remains to describe those whose damage is confined to the
leaves, stems or roots.

The Alfalfa Caterpillar (Eurymus eurytheme Boisd): Aside
from the chalcis fly, this is perhaps the most serious insect ene-
my at present known in Arizona. Usually the loss is not heavy
but in some sections and in some years an entire crop may be de-
stroyed by them. The irrigated sections of the Colorado Valley in
th* vicinity of Yunia, and the near-by Imperial Valley country of
California, have so far reported the most regular appearance of this
insect in damaging numbers. It is the caterpillar or worm stage of this
species that does the harm and not the adult butterfly. The latter
flitting over the fields in great numbers seem very formidable.
Many farmers, therefore, ascribe to them damage to the seed crop
which is caused by other insects or unfavorable circumstances. The
fact is that these butterflies feed only on the nectar of the blooms
and in no way injure them.

The following description of the adult larva is quoted from
Wildermuth1: uThe wings of the adults vary in color from yellow
to white, being usually a sulphur-yellow above, with black outer
margins, a conspicuous black spot in the center of each fore wing,
and a faint yellowish spot in the center of each hind wing. The
under side of the wings is of a lighter shade than the upper surface,
and is the side noticed when the butterfly is at rest with its wings
folded above its back. The wing expanse is nearly two inches, in
some it is a little less th&u this and in a few a little more. ___

1. wScrauth' V I," the Alfalfa Caterpillar TJ S Dept of Agr Bur Eat. Cir No 133-
(I9ii)» p 0
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"The full-grown larva is usually one inch long or sometimes a
little over, dark green in color, with a white stripe on each side, par-
tially broken by black and red dots at each spiracle. There is often
an intermediate, narrower, and less distinct white line just above
each of the lateral lines. In some specimens a black or dark green
median or dorsal line is also present."

This pest is normally held in check by several parasitic insect
and fungus enemies. Especially is this true of a certain fungus
disease of the larva. This disease is favored by humidity and in
other than an almost rainless country like the Imperial Valley of
California, is ample to hold the butterflies in complete control.

There are several generations of this insect during one summer.
The injury increases, therefore, as the season advances, until the
greatest amount of damage is done in August and early September,

Concerning the control of this insect, Forbes1 has suggested the
following procedure

"The crop cannot be sprayed economically or safely with ar-
senicals. Close cutting of the alfalfa when the worms are most
numerous in August will result in the death of great numbers, but
•enough will remain to eat down the new growth; and in cloudy
weather an army of starving worms will migrate to the nearest green
vegetation. For several reasons, worms among the number, our
experience shows that it is good economy to withhold irrigating water
for about thirty days, beginning August 15, resuming operations in
September when the worm season is past. During this interval the
alfalfa may be disked or renovated to good advantage. The advan-
tages of this procedure are economy of water, destruction of worms
by restricting growth of their food plant, and restraint of weeds by
lack of water and by cultivation." In addition, Wildermuth sug-
gests that since a generation of this insect requires approximately
the same time a$ the growth of a cutting of alfalfa, the fields should
t>e watched and whenever many worms are found, cut several days
before the alfalfa blooms thus destroying the worms before they
mature. By this means the infestation of the succeeding crop may
be materially reduced.

The Green Alfalfa-Hopper (Stictocephala festima Say,): This
insect is exceedingly abundant in the alfalfa fields of the Salt River
Valley. In walking through a field in late summer or fall, perfect
swarms of them fly with a quick motion and for a few feet only as
the plants are disturbed. ' This insect is bright gieen in color, about

ll1S Illt<insive Cultivation of AIMfa, ' Art* Isp, St* ~
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one-fourth of an inch in length with a triangular shape, being largest
in front and tapering backward. The wings are transparent and
membranous, the thorax is prolonged posteriorly almost to the end
of the wings, ending in a fine point.

These insects suck the sap of the alfalfa and doubtless do more
or less injury, but since excellent crops are raised in spite of them,
very little endeavor is ever made toward their control.

Grasshoppers (Melanoplus sp.): These occasionally become so
numerous as to do considerable damage. The writer knows of
one instance in the vicinity of Glendale, Arizona, during the sum-
mer of 1910, where a 40 acre field having an excellent stand was
kept bare by grasshoppers for more than three weeks. On one cor-
ner of the field over which roamed a flock of some fifteen or twenty
turkeys the alfalfa made a good recovery.

The best time to attack grasshoppers is in the egg stage. These
are laid in the ground during early fall. Late fall or winter disking
will turn out and destroy these to such an extent that damage by
the adults the following year may not be feared. Of course this will
not kill the eggs laid along ditches, fence rows or the neighbor's fields
who do not practice fall disking. Attacks coming from these sources
will have to be met by the keeping of turkeys, or in case they are
severe, by the use of the hopperdozer. This consists of a shallow
high-backed pan mounted upon runners sufficiently high that its
bottom will scrape the tops of the alfalfa stubble. The pan is par-
tially filled with water on the top of which floats enough kerosene
to kill the hoppers which fall into it. These being disturbed, attempt
to fly over the dozer but many of them striking the high back of the
pan, drop into the oil and are destroyed.

The Harvester Ant (Pogonomyrmeoc sp.); The harvester ant is
one of the most destructive insect pests of alfalfa in. Arizona.
The ants clear away all of the vegetation from a space surrounding
the nest. These cleared areas vary in size according to the popula-
tion of the colony. Such clearings 3 to 20 feet in diameter are
very common, making up in some cases 5 to 15 percent of the
entire area of the field, In certain sections of the Salt River Valley
the average damage caused by ants amounts to at least 3 or
4 percent, Potassium cyanide dissolved in water is the most eco-
nomical and efficient substance so far found for their destruction.
One cmnce of the dry cyanide should be used to a gallon of water.
About one-half pint of this solution should be poured in and around
the opening of each larg^ nest. This will destroy all of the active
members of the colony* The hatching of undestroyed eggs will
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revive the colony in eight or ten days if it is left undisturbed. In
order, therefore, to keep these ants down completely, or to destroy
the nest entirely it will be necessary to follow up the first treatment
with other applications at intervals of eight to ten days until no
further living insects appear. A good grade of London purple is
also highly recommended as a cheap and efficient means of destroy-
ing ants. This is applied in the powdered form at the rate of about
half an ounce scattered in and around the openings of each nest.
This poison acts more slowly than the cyanide.

Variegated Cutworm (Peridroma margaritosa Saucia,): An out-
break of the variegated cutworm in the Salt River and Buckeye
Valleys was reported by Morrill1 in the spring of 1911.

"In some cases the loss was equivalent to a cutting of hay.'*
This insect is closely related to the army worms and is similarly
subject to periodical outbreaks. These cutworms are dull brovin or of
a gray or greenish hue, generally marked with longitudinal stripes,
oblique dashes, and dots, with head and following segment reddish-
brown and horny. * * Examinations made in the Buckeye and Salt
River Valleys soon after the first complaints were received showed
that a parasite was actively bringing the cutworms into subjection.
On May 10, 33 out of 50 specimens collected at random in various
fields were found to be parasitized. * * It is probably safe to predict,
that it will be several years before the variegated cutworm will again
become noticeably abundant in the localities in Arizona where it
was destructive in the spring of 1911."

Webworms, army worms and fall army worms which are some
times very destructive in the Middle West2 have not yet been re-
ported in injurious numbers in Arizona.

The Alfalfa Weevil (Phytonomus murinus Fab.): This pest,
though not yet known to be in Arizona, is likely to make its
appearance at any time, since it is already scattered over several
counties in a state adjoining on the north. Here the damage may
amount to as much as 80 percent of the first crop which in that region
means nearly half of the entire season's yield. In the vicinity of
Salt Lake City, Utah, the estimated loss from this insect in 1910 was
$140,000, Both the larvae arid the adults feed upon the stems
and leaves of the growing alfalfa. The young larvae destroy th,«
buds while those that are older and the adults rasp the stems and
leaves. The epidermis of the stalks is frequently eaten away en-
tirely and the leaves are reduced to shreds. In severe attacks the

1. ' Mofrttt, A W, Ariz. Hort. Com. 3rd Ann. "lUpfc (1911)^ P* » * ~ '
2 See Kaas. Agr. Exp. Sta. But No, 155 (1908),, p. SS4» &§S.
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plants are completely defoliated. Considering the serious nature
of this pest and the importance of preventing its entrance into the
State, the following description is appended in the hopes that it
may be recognized at sight.1

"The adults are oval in shape, from one-eighth to three-six-
teenths of an inch long, and when freshly emerged from the pupa
are pale brown with a distinctly darker line extending down the back,
They are at first rather soft but, within a few days after emerging
from the cocoon the wing cover and other parts of the body become
hard and the color changes to a deep brown. There are some gray
and black hairs mixed with these brown hairs so that it gives a spotted
appearance. The beak is rather stout and slightly curved and about
one-half as long again as the head. The males are somewhat nar-
rower than the females and slightly smaller in size. As the summer
progresses, some of the hairs and scales get rubbed off the weevil,
causing it to appear darker in color, and before the following spring
is passed many of them have so many scales rubbed off that they ap-
pear black with small irregular spots."

Concerning the alfalfa weevil and the danger of its introduction
into Arizona, Dr. A. W. Morrill says that in addition to quarantine
measures against the importation of household goods, livestock
and hay from infested districts, Arizona should be further protected
by inspection of alfalfa fields, especially those located near railroads
and near cities and towns, so that the weevil, in case it is introduced
by unpreventable meatos, may be discovered and the colony extermi-
nated in its beginning.

DISEASES OF ALFALFA

Brown root rot: This is perhaps the most destructive alfalfa
disease in Arizona. Its first evidence may appear in isolated dead
or dying plants from which as centers the disease spreads in all direc-
tions. The affected areas, which may be from a few feet in diameter
to several acres in extent, are generally more or less circular in out-
line and show very distinctly the encroachment of the disease upon
the healthy plants. The spread of the disease during one season
varies from 10 to 60 feet. The active zone is usually from 2 to
6 feet wide and shows on its outer margin plants just beginning
to wither. Further In, the plants are dead and the leaves bleached
to a straw color by the sun. On the inner rim of the zone the plants
are blackened. In cases where they are dead, the fungus seems to

1. Titm B. G, The Alfalfa Leaf-Weevil. Utah Agr. Exp, Sta. Bui. No 110 (191Q),p, 63.
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extend to the surface of the soil and com
plete the decay of the crown as well as 
of the roots. Where the plants arE' just 
beginning to wither, the di~eased area 
usually extends to within 3 or 4 inclJes 
of tlle surface. Healthy plauts just be
yond the dying zone are found to have 
II few corroded or sunken spots on the 
roots and there is shown evcry degree 
of this affection until the roots are en
tirely disea.scd. They are then brown 
throughout and the fungus mycelium 
may be recognized as numerous fine 
brown threads distributed over the root 
surfaces. 

This brown root rot lIas been the 
cause of considerable damage ou severnl 
farms in the Santa Cruz VaHey utar 
Tucson, and has been reported froUl two 
localities in the Salt River VaHey. The 
extent of damage obsern'd by nle wTiler 
has vaned irom ;) percent to more than 
half the stand. 

In Texas and Arizona neither trench
ing nor chemical treatment of the soil 
seems to bave been efficient in hold
ing this disease in check, but Shear and 
Miles state that a lack of soil acratiOlJ 
is a prominent factor in its development. 
They therefore highly recommend for 
the cotton root rot deep Inll plowing, 
disking, and a two or Utrec year rota
tion, as a means of controlling it. Con
trary to the general idea lhat only alfalfa 
several years old will be attacked, one 
field in the vicinity of Phoenix was vis-

Fi,. 13,-Alf.lfo root rot. l'be fi .... 1 
51 ... " eIhibiu ~unk"" P'l.cb ... On the 
... de of the t.ool'roo\, 

ited by the writer where alfalfa only nine months olLl was suffering 
rather serious injury from Ulic; disease. Several instan~es in which it 
had made its first appearance along irrigation ditches strongly sug
gest these as a means by which the root rot has been spread from 
farm to farm. 
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Leaf spot: This disease was first described by Libert, in France
in 1832, but it is now found in all parts of the world where alfalfa is
grown. It is more destructive in humid than in dry regions. In
irrigated sections the first and second crops are more seriously at-
tacked than later ones. In Arizona, the writer has seen only two
instances in which it was the cause of marked injury, and this was
upon rank growth just previous to the first cutting in early spring.

When the plants are about half grown, the leaf spot appears as
yellowish-brown spots on the upper surface of the leaves. The
affected area soon works through and appears on the under side of
the leaf also. Badly affected leaves will turn yellow and drop off,
thus reducing the forage value of the hay. The yield is also reduced
through the loss of fallen leaves and by the weakening of the plant.
The brown spots are caused by the growth of fungus threads or
mycelia through the internal tissues of the leaf, which they destroy
and cause to turn brown. Mats of fungus tissue are soon formed,
which produce small pustules near the center of the spot. These
pustules consist of numerous sac-like bodies, each of which bears
eight spores. Between the sac-like bodies may be seen non-spore-
bearing threads which are called paraphyses. When the spores
are ripe they are set free and blown about by the wind or scattered
by dashing rains to the leaves of other plants which they soon, infect.

The fungus causing this disease is technically known as Psen-
do feziza niedicaginis (Lib.) Sacc. The most practical treatment for
it is frequent cutting. All of the hay should be removed from the*
field as early as possible in order that few shattered leaves may be
left on the ground. By this means most of the spores are removed
from the field, leaving the new shoots comparatively free from infec-
tion. Whenever this leaf spot becomes very damaging it is best to*
cut the alfalfa, whether it is ready or not, and allow the hay to remain
on the ground long enough to become thoroughly dry, after which it
should be burned over. Of course, by this means one crop is lost,
but it will repay the loss in the increase of subsequent crops on ac-
count of the more effectual destruction of the fungus spores.

Rust (Uromyces stnatus Schrot.): This disease has been noted
by the writer on alfalfa in Arizona but once. During October, 191 !„
it appeared together with leaf spot on seedling plants in an alfalfa
breeding plot on the University grounds. It was found on nearly-
all of the plants in varying degrees. Practically all of the leaves of
thoue worst affected, and some of the stems also, showed the char-
acteristic nt#t pusttdcts. These plants were in a very unthrifty con-
dxt$o&, fca>vi&g 4t9ppe4 topst of their leaves, and such as were left
t&msd to
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'fhis dis('3SC: causes rOllnd or elongated pll~tules on the uudt.!rsides 
of tlle leaves. The epidermis is ruplured, disclosing a mass of 
rcddlsb-1Jrowll spanos_ The fl.lst pustuk may be disUnguished 
easily from the leaf spot by the fact thal in the former the epidermis 
is plainly ruptured, ,,11creas in lhe.: leaf spot 111is is not eyidcnt except 
ill cross section and by usc of the compound microscope. This 
disease has \Jot heretofore proven sutndently serious to warrant 
illvestigulions conccming its control. 

JJO'iJ.!n;/ mddcw (PI.-rllllOs1hlYU tn/oIi II /1/ ell" Bary J: This di sease 
is at Iirs1. mn.de lloticcahk by 111(" large irregular yellow Qr ligh t colored 

l'i~. l~.-".-M{ulf" rU;l tUrQ",)"d, llr;al,,'), Il.-Alr'o.lfn I~n{ 'I,ot (1'.,,"11,,1''"''''' ""'!i,a~'n;.), 
,\!Ialb n,.t roo)" be di.uDlIl1;!iherl (rom t.he lew .pot by it> uptllH.ed Dpell pU<iu,les. The le~( 
>l,ot ~huw~ dnrk Ioto",,, 'r"'l~ whj,-h "r~ uu' uplUn,.u, 

Hreas on the upper sides of the leaves. Upon examiuing the lower 
surface of the leaves it will be found co\'ercd by a downy gray felt. 
This fclt consists of thollsands oJ tiny branching grey Ulfeads or 
stalks which protnlcle through the. stomata or breathing l)oreS of 
the leaf from its interior, and it is UpOll these Utat tile spores of tile 

fungus are borne in grape-like clusters. '!'hese spores are carried 
by the wind to oth{'r ieaycs of a.llalfa or c1OH"r 011 which they germi
nate and prodllC~ an iutt'rnaJ mycelium. 'rhe fungus is carried over 
'winter by means of resting spores, which arc formed inside of the 
old leaves in late summer and autumn. In the early spring, when 
the new growth is especially tender, warm, foggy wea.ther may so 
favor this disease that it may cause considerable damage. The 
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writer has found this mildew a number of times on alfalfa in Arizona
but not as yet to such an extent as to do appreciable injury.

Crown gall: In the summer of 1909 the writer found, in a field
near Phoenix, many alfalfa plants having large gall-like growths at
the crown. Specimens of these were turned over to Dr. W. B.
McCallum, then Pathologist of the Station, who identified the disease
as alfalfa crown gall (Urophlyctis alfalfae).1 It is also mentioned by
Smith2 as occurring in California.

These gall-like swellings undoubtedly check the growth of the
plants although they are not killed outright. Should this disease
become serious in a field, the land should be plowed and planted to
some other crop until the gall fungus has been eliminated from the
soil.

Phoma disease: Another disease first found by the writer and
identified by Dr. McCallum (loc, at), is due to a species of Phoma,
probably herbarium, which attacks the stems, usually just above the
ground. The diseased areas are indicated by light colored sunken
spots which often take the form of rings of diseased tissue around
the stein. These rings are often made prominent by the growth of a
callus girdle on the upper margin of the area. Such stems are either
killed or seriously weakened.

Stem rot (Sderotinia libertiana): This disease has not so far
been noted in Arizona but it is said to be common in Southern Cali-
fornia and is liable to appear in our fields. The following descrip-
tion is that given by Smith.3 "The stems wilt and die after reaching
nearly full size. Usually, scattering stems here and there about
the field are affected and may be seen easily by their contrast with
the thrifty green appearance of the other stalks. This trouble
usually occurs most abundantly where there is a thick stand of alfalfa,
heavily shading the ground, particularly in the spring when the
ground is very moist. On pulling an affected stem it is found to be
decayed at the base, and usually shows a more or less abundant
white mold upon the surface if there is an abundance of moisture.
In this mold small, roundish, black bodies develop which represent
one stage of the fungus. It causes considerable damage to alfalfa
at times in this State, and it has been reported as a serious disease
in other states. The fungus is common, affecting various plants
all over the world*

"No specific remedy can be suggested, but the disease usually
disappears to a large extent during the summer and fall. Badly

|.ItfcCalliinx W $. Hept. Plant Pathologist in Ariz, Exp. Sta. Rept. 20 (1909), p. 583.
SL Satttlu JL B a»d K, California Plant Diseases, Cal. Exp Sta Bui. No. 218 (1911), p.

1079;
& Smith* E. B. *»$ B. CallforoJp, Plant Diseases. Cal. Agr. Bxp. Sta. Bui No. 218 (1911)
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alkctu\ Jidd" should b\' phl\n:ll up and tht'd for some otht:r crop f(Jr 
Sl'H:rai )Taf::>. ' 

Dodder (( '//\tll/a .11'.;': Tilis i5 a pHfa"itit' vine b.:klllgini; to 
tllt> ~f1mc botaninll family as thl' morning: ~lnrr. It may I;c fecog' 

niz(:d a~ a ydlow thn'ul..J.!ih ,'jtlt' without \(:uYCs, twining from plant 
to plant. Tht:~(: ,inu; wmp tightly around the a lfalfa steins and 
draw the IWllrhhmcnl frnm tl\t'ni. Allow the field to dry out for 
somc tiu:.c, cut tht· alfalfa do,,/.', n'mo\'l' it and Icity!! the field dry for 
an additional two or Ihn-c w<:ek~. By this means the dodder may 
often he entirely kil1t:d without dCSlroyiTlg the alfalfa roots. Badly 
affected fidds ~hould bl' plowed up and planted to a cuitivl:'ted crop 
or oncor two p.-ars . 

• I , 
• b c d 

I:i~_ 1,· Pooh .. f (al AU"U •. ,bl WilU b~rt~}·. (<'I nil' 0,;1,)\" ..... I>nd 
,I .. C" '¥r~. 

Tnsufficicl1t l;rtP:lnltion d the land, c1.c::;p, poorly dC[lned seed, 
lack of culti\'ation, l.tJ);k(.'t of ditl'h or C:lnal banks and over-gra;o:illg, 
may be lister' as Ih(' d:id CIlW'CS of W(,t.rI inf{'~tati()l1 in the alialfa 
fields of Arizona, 

\Vlan 11l:1\')' ClOp, of n-.atun: \\UU stubl.le containing ripe st:cds 
art: lurntd ur::du aJid incurrowtcd with the !:Ioil during the prepar
ation of the sC'eo 1.:1.:0. we C:l.ll only exred that thl.:~c seeds will germi· 
nate and tiller iuto immuliale ('omFt:tilicJn with the alfalfa. When 
young, alfalfa grows ~Iowly, being easily overtopped and shaded by 
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the more rapidly growing w(;c:ds. It is undtsirablc to plant a field 
to alfalfa whit'll is foul with 'H'cds. Cullival\:d crops stich as cotton, 
sugar hl't'ts (Ir cor:l 'ih~'Hhl first be ;rrowli ulitil the soil is free frolU the 
lin: root:-; amI 'it.:l"ds of :!l1 tite more tr<;.>ublesomc pests. \rherc it is 
impracticahk to {"]..:~tr 1hi.: bud (If \h.:;-ds hy growing (:u]ti,'alcd crops, 
prelimill(lry fallowing of foul lands ~hould alwuys he practiced he· 
fore ;Ilialfa is plallt{'d Tili" is best <l.n',Jlnpiished by tl10ling the 
W('('u<; t11ltkr llt'fnn: llwif I;'.:cd~ aT(: ri,)("lI..'rI. The iUHd should then 
be irri~alN1. .\'\ ""'.11 a" tlL .. ,1('W (TOP (If \Hl'ds has wl'll started it 

• 

,,
••• ., 

• ., :1 ;. ~ 7 
Fi~_ III -"~"<l' of III 11<>t1<1<-. ((".".I~ ..... _'1 .• ), '~l w~n U~tley 
,/1""/,.,,, ..... "~~"',, .1) "["'''''''! n".· ... ,1I"J""ra ."",.a/",~,. ,~, 
:W'" \.:I"'"t ,11",.'1,""' '''' "'" (::II .\ll~!!. 1.lleJ",.,,, .a/; •• ). 'f; 
Small __ ,I ~Io""'. l~><~ '_R. ",,'r ~rt.'l'ft~'. b'K~ oee,II..,lo..-.C."""lP"c 
'R~,"·, hm ... "".,!'.,j .... 7, 8"r 121<>..." .\1'4"4'~ J .... pi./·H. '~I 
John ... " Gr~,," "'''Ihm ~~:··Ir~ .. ' 

may Ilt· (kstro~,'d \\jtll the di_'ik I.Ctld };arrow. Excc.ptiolla\ly foul land 
ma~r require a r<:pditicn of this tr":atm'.'l1t bdore all of the weed 
!'ieeds wllkh f'.rc tying dormant in the soil may be induced to germi. 
lIate, ami thus nIHk,' possihk' th<:'"ir destructioll. In the ca$(: of peren· 
nial weeds like (IIKk, c<lnaign-', ]nhnson and l;('rmuda grass, the 
fallowing sliouhl h' Ill'('t'CcHI by a summer of close grazing which 
has the effect of \\Tuhnillg the roots of tl:c:~e pc~b and causing them 
to b(: dc\"iJop('d 11(';,:r the surface. The fallowing then should be 
dry in order tc l'Xpo'<c and destroy tllc persistent underground parts. 

On poorly prcpa.f<:d, improperly Icn:kd land a good stand of 
alfa.lia. i!-. seldom nhtnil'c1\, W1H:re the stand is thin all kinds of 
weeds easily gain alll'lltn'.lIC'e to the fdd. (In th o.; oth(:r hand, when 
Ollt'C a pnkcl ';l:!.nd b c:~l:l_b1ish'.'d it sh:u:es (tnd occupies the ground 
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so completely that only the most vigorous of noxious weeds can se.~ 
cure a foothold at all and even these do so slowly. 

Not Jess importanl than the preparation of the soil is the seed 
we put into it. No matter how completely Wl" destroy the weeds pre
viously present, if the same or perhaps worse pests be again intro
duced with the seed planted we shall have foul and unproductive 
fieJds. 

III Asizona the planter should be e::;peciaJly watchful against 
dodder (euse-llta sp.), dock, and C3.ilaigre (Rllme.'\' sp.), wall barley 
(Hordeum muriHII-IIt) and Johnson grass (Sofghumlra!t:pense). Alfalfa 
seed containing any of the abon: weed seeds .!ll!Ould be refused, since 
a field once contaminated is hRrd to rid of their presence. The seeds 
oi dodder arc smaller Umn those of alfaHa and arc round, lacking 
the characteristic bean i>llape of tile laUer. Their seed coats also 
present a rough alld pitted appearance. 'Val! barley is a gra.ss and 
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its threshed seeds are about four times the length of an alfalfa seed
and a little broader. Dock seeds are three cornered like buckwheat,
dark reddish-brown and about the same size as alfalfa seed. Canai-
gre seeds are of the same color and shape as dock seeds, but they are
several times as large, being about three times as long as alfalfa seeds.
The seeds of Johnson grass are spindle shaped and dark brownish
red to nearly black. They are about three times the length of an
alfalfa seed. A comparison of the general appearance, shape, and size
of these weed seeds with those of alfalfa may be made by consulting
figs. 15 and 16. These figures also show the seeds of sour clover and
the two most common bur clovers occurring in the alfalfa fields of
Arizona. The seeds of sour clover are usually more greenish than
those of alfalfa. They are rougher, more plump and round, and
have the eye (hilum) nearer to one end than do alfalfa seeds In
some of these characters they resemble dodder seeds but they are
somewhat larger, have a more conspicuous eye and are more elongated
than the nearly round dodder seeds. The seeds of the two bur
clovers very much resemble those of alfalfa, but they are larger and
flatter and generally have a lighter color. These three clovers are
present in a great many alfalfa fields in Aiizona and while the forage
they yield is nutritious and they are not bad weeds, lack of produc-
tiveness and the fact that they are annuals render them much less
valuable than true alfalfa. Moreover, the spaces which they occupy
in spring are left vacant during midsummer and fall, and permit the
ingress and establishment of all sorts of weeds. For these reasons
alfalfa seed which contains any considerable admixture of sour or bur
clover seeds should be rejected. Before buying alfalfa seed it is
always best to request samples, which should be inspected carefully,
and if any appreciable quantity of weed seeds is present, or if any of
the especially noxious ones are observed, the purchase should not
be made. In case of doubt it is always best to send a small sample
(about two ounces) to the Experiment Station for examination by
an expert. Alfalfa seeds of low germination strength are likely to
give a poor stand and thus allow the ingress of weeds.

Shallow rooted annual plants like water grass, pigweed, wild
oats*, wall barley, sour and bur clover, and to a certain extent, also,
bermuda grass, may be controlled by cultivation. Neglect of summer
cultivation often results in over-running with weeds fields which
otherwise should yield a good quality of hay throughout the season.

Foul ditch and canal banks constitute a perennial source of in-
festation by all sorts of weed pests. Especially is this trite of Johnson
and bermuda grasses since the seeds of these two plants float readily.
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Infestation of this sort is most liable to occur near tiie heads of the
lands as the seeds floating in from tiie ditches usually lod^e among
the stubble before tJtiey have gone far into Uic field. When the land is
originally free from bad weeds, it is practicable to control this source
of infestation by going over the fields two 01 three t ines during the
summer and cutting out with a sharp siiovcl e\xry spric> of \\ced
pests as soon as the> appear. Wliere the \\ater ^as budh infested
with bermuda grass seed, such a method of suinniei patrol vuth a
shovel has cost on a certain farm at Yuma about f*3.o() an acre per
year including the cleaning of the field laterals. The increased
yield of alfalfa has several times repaid this extra expense. It is,
of course, better to eliminate this source of weed seed by keeping
the ditch and canal banks clean. Where these are badly infested with
berrnuda and Johnson grasses, it has been found practicable to pre-
vent the production of seeds by close grazing with sheep.1 This
grazing also weakens the rootstocks of these plants to such an exteat
that they are subsequently much less difficult to destroy with the
plow or shovel.

In many sections of Arizona the alfalfa fields are habitually over-
grazed. By this means much of the stand is killed and the remain-
ing plants arc weakened to such an extent that they are easily over-
come by weeds. Excessively grazed fields are especially liable to
be over-run by bermuda grass, since the tough stems and prostrate
habit of this plant enable it to endure without injury such close
grazing as would completely destroy alfalfa. In the spaces left by
over-grazing, annual weeds and grasses obtain a foothold and soon
further reduce profits from the alfalfa by cutting down both tne
yield and quality of the hay produced.

THE WORST WEEDS AND THEIR CONTROL

Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense): This is a course, smooth,
upright grass which grows in clumps. It seeds at from 2 to 6 feet
in height according to the season, soil and moisture* The heads
form loose spreading panicles and the seeds are dark reddish-brown
when ripe. The plant is perennial from large, jointed, underground
rootstooks. Such a stern coming to the surface develops for itself
an independent crown, which in turn sends up many stems and gives
rise to a new bunch of grass. From this clump as a center, new tinder-
ground stems are put forth in all directions. In this manner not
only is the grass continuously spread, but It also fills the soil with the

See Ara '
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thick and resistant rootstocks, rendering the complete eradication
of the pest exceedingly difficult. The reason for this is fully realized
when one learns that every joint of a rootstock which may be broken
apart by the plow or harrow is "capable of sprouting at once, or else
lying dormant in the soil for several niontlis until favorable condi-
tions arrive, and then putting forth roots and branches. Unless,
therefore, it has been exposed on the surface and thoroughly dried
out, each piece acts as a cutting to further scatter and increase the
infestation. New rhizomes are being formed at all times when the
grass is in active growth. There is, therefore, no season of the year
when it may be safely neglected.

Johnson grass seeds are smooth and shining on the back,
slightly flattened, and spindle-shaped with a narrow apex. They are
about three times as long as an alfalfa seed. The seeds of Johnson
grass are readily scattered about in barnyard manure, in the drop-
pings of stock fed on infested hay and by means of water from irri-
gation ditches. This latter is probably the most prevalent means
of their dispersal. On the side of a canal furnishing water to one of
the richest alfalfa districts in the State, the writer observed a number
of large bunches of Johnson grass with ripe seeds; and Salt River
from Roosevelt Dam to Granite Reef is bordered with numerous
patches of it.

The first step in preventing the spread of Johnson grass is to
keep the canal and ditch banks scrupulously clean. The second step
is to inspect the fields carefully, at least two or three times a year,
and dig out, root and branch, every sprig of Johnson grass found.
If the land is not already infested the cost of this bi-annual or tri-
annual inspection will be insignificant. In some cases, however, the
infestation is already beyond control by hand digging. In such
fields there is no hope of saving or restoring the stand of alfalfa.
They should be mown frequently and care exercised not to allow any
of the Johnson grass to go to seed. With these precautions, however,
the land may remain in alfalfa until the stand becomes too poor to
yield profitable crops. The writer would advise, also, that all culti-
vation of such fields be withheld and that they be grazed closely
during the early fall. When the hay crop from a Johnson grass in-
fested field becomes unprofitable it is well to pasture it closely for
an entire summer before plowing the field in the fall. Poor aeration
and starvation, due to close summer grazing, will therefore weaken
the root systems of both alfalfa and Johnson grass and cause them to
be developed near the surface, thus facilitating their destruction.
When the ground has been grazed clean by stock and is rather dry,
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preferably m the early fall after the summer rains, it should be plowed
to a depth of 5 or 6 inches and left loose and cloddy. This will
insure deep and thorough during. Water is withheld and the ground
stirred with the disk at intervals throughout the winter. At the
beginning of the spring season it should be plowed again,—10 or 12
inches deep if possible. This is followed by the disk or weeder at
intervals to keep down all surface growth until the planting season
for cotton or corn. All plowing should be with a mould-board plow.
The disk plow is not satisfactory in that it does not cut off the more
deeply lying roots. The cultivated crop should be kept perfectly
clean by the frequent use of the plow and hoe throughout the remain-
der of the summer. The land may be planted to sugar beets the fol-
lowing fall or to other hoed crops in the early spring. After two or
three years of cultivated crops in which not a sprig of Johnson grass
is allowed to grow, the field is again ready to be planted to alfalfa.
The estimated cost of the procedure, as here outlined, previous to
the planting of the summer crop, would be about $5 to $10 an acre.

Bermuda grass (Cynoden dactylon): This is a low creeping grass
with long, wiry stems and fine, soft leaves. The seed stems are
upright, from 3 to 6 inches long, bearing at the summit four to
several finger-like spikes. In addition to bearing seeds it spreads
by means of long, trailing stems which take root at the joints. It
also produces underground rootstocks, which, coming to the surface,
establish new bunches of grass. The rootstocks of bermuda grass,
never penetrate so deeply as those of Johnson grass. It is therefore
much easier to eradicate. A bermuda sod can be destroyed by turn-
ing, with a mould-board plow, about 4 inches deep in early May
when the ground is fairly dry. This should be followed by one or
two diskings so as to expose and thoroughly dry out the loosened
soil layer. Water should be withheld and about the 15th of June it
should be plowed again about 8 inches deep. One or two addi-
tional diskings before the rainy season sets in should be sufficient
to destroy the grass.

Wall barley (Hordeum murinnm): This is an annual grass which
first appears in March and April. It grows in tttfts from 6 to
15 inches high. The seed spikes are dense and bear long stiff
beards, somewhat resembling a small barley head, They ripen
during April and May. This grass does little harm by crowding the
alfalfa since it only occupies spaces where the stand has died out from
other causes. Its chief injury results from the presence of its stiff
beards in the hay of the first and second cuttings. The beards often
lodge in the throats of animals that eat the hay, with serious results.
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Alfalfa 1my containing any considerable quanlity of wall barley thNe· 
fore brings a lower price than thal which is free from it. 'l'lit: best 
way to cOlltn 1 wall barley is to maintain a perfect stand of alfalfa. 

l1'at£'r grasses ... Ecitilloclt/oa cololla, Leptochloa imbricata, Erio
chloo .~p. aud Paspallilll sp.l: SeYer,11 species of grasses arc known 
collectively as '\'utcr grasses. Tiley tlsmtlly lnltkc their appearance 

aitcr lll!: bq,d1l11ing of tIre rainy Sl'aSOll. especially in low plu~'cs 

where lhc alfalfa b lhinned Qui by over·irrigation and where there 
is a littk t:Xl'(',.<; of alkali. 'l'Jlt>Y arc also found in tllC ilTigalion 
ditches and ;lrf,und the horder" of small reservoirs aud settling 
tanks. J ung-ll- rit·~ : t:,'fljl/( drlo1a coll'll(l\ is prc.bably the most (,Hm· 

mOil oi th(',1,; ~ra~s('s in th~ Salt Rin:,r YaIley. It is lasily dis-
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tinguished by trans\ ersc zebra-like markings of purple on the leaves,
None of these grasses should be classed as noxious weed pests.
They simply occup\ space left vacant by the dying out of the
alfalfa. They may be controlled by summer cultivation and by the
maintenance of a good stand of alfalfa.

Dock and Canai^e (Ritmex cnspus, hymenosepalv*, etc.), The
docks occur in clumps and may be recognized bv tneir rosettes of
elongated, more or less crinkled leaves in early summer and their
crowded panicles of triangular seeds in late summer and fall. The
roots are fleshy and perennial. The docks have a single taproot
whereas the roots of canaigre branch and resemble those of the
dahlia or sweet potato. These weeds are easily controlled by dig-
ging out with a mattock when present in limited quantity, or by one
or two deep plowings when very abundant.

Pigweed (Amaranthus palmeri}; This weed is of frequent oc-
currence in alfalfa fields where the stand is thin. It produces an up-
right stalk if unmolested,but if cut off near the base will form a bunch
of ascending stems. The leaves are elongated, narrowing gradually
toward the base, and with a pointed apex. They occur alternately
on the stem. At the juncture of stem and leafstalk there occur two
small stipules which commonly harden into a sharp prickle or thorn.
The clusters of small flowers, produced in the axils of the leaves, are
also protected by sharp prickles. These, however, do not harden
until the plant is mature. If cut green, therefore, pigweed makes a
fair quality of hay. Pigweeds are usually most troublesome in the
alfalfa after the beginning of the rainy season. The control of this
is the same as for other annuals—that is, summer cultivation and
the maintenance of a good stand of alfalfa.

Sour clover (Melilotus indica; The young plants of sour clover
look very much like those of alfalfa, but when they come to maturity
are easily distinguished by the upright racemes of yellow flowers.
The pods are also smaller and not coiled into a spiral as they are in
alfalfa. Sour clover is conspicuous only in early spring* It makes
a fair quality of hay aud would not be objectionable were it not that
it is an annual and dies out duriAig the heat of the summer. The
space occupied by it Is therefore left vacant for the ingress of other
less desirable weeds. Where the stand of alfalfa becomes too poor
through the encroachment of sour clover, it should be plowed up
in March or April before the seeds of the sour clover have ripened*
A subsequent irrigation to induce belated seeds in the soil to germi-
nate, followed by one or two diskings and the cultivation of a summer
crop, should get rid of this weed. In reseeding the land to alfalfa.
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{'are .should be exercised to plant only seed which is free froUl all 
impurities. It if> thr01.(gh the seed planted that infestalionof alfalfa 
flelds with sour and bur l'Ioycrs usually originates. 

Bllr duo,ICY (M~'di(ago hispidoi: ..-Uthough U1is belongs to the 
same botanical geTlu~ as alfaif:;t, it may be casily distinguished froUl 
it by the yellow ilowcrs and spiny pods. The hay produc.ed by it 
is of g-ood qualit)'", but the plant is small and prostrate and not llcarly 
SO productiYc. Il is, moreover, an anl1ual and therefore. open to the 
same objectious as mentioned for sour dover. TIle 1110st seriou,:> 

injury from bur c!fJ\'cr, howcyer, lie.~ in the fad that it harbors the 
chalc:is fly and off('[s <:arly Howers in Wllich a firs1 brood of this insect 
is reared. By the Lime tllt' alfalfa comt'~ into bloom the chakis flies 
arc therefore tlluch I11M~ pll:'nliIul and injurious than they would have 
been if only tho!;c iudi,-iduajg which lived m-er winter were present 
to infest the SCl:'d crop (See p. 208). The erarncation of bur clover in 
sectiong de\·oted to seed raising is therefore highly desirable. The 
control of bur dover is till: <;:l.me as gh·en for sour clover aboye. 
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REFERENCE TABLES 

COMPOSITION OF ALFALFA 

-- - ------------ --;=o~ 
MPOI'\ITlON PERCENTAGE CO. --

I Green 

-------

Water .. ..... , 75.00 
A,h ' .. ... 2.96 
Fat. . ' ...... 041 
Protein . .... . . 4.U3 
Crude fiber ... 8.94 
Carbohydrates 8.62 
Total nitro~n 0.65 

A;r_dr)' 

'" 
- -W"ter_rre~ I 

(2) 

1 
I 

6.86 i 
10.65 806 

I 1.54 2.42 
15.00 14 25 
33.29 28.57 
32.12 42.11 
2.40 2.28 

En.;lnge. 
fre.h (3) 

74 63 

I Ensilage, Pounds l?"'" 
water·Cree ton of ... u_ 

. . 137.2 

1

1

--"'--' -+--~ 

11.41 203.0 

~.!! II 
10.93 
5.47 
0.58 

9.79 31.8 
14.17 
43.11 
21.52 

2.26 

300.0 
675.8 
642.4 
48.0 

1. Headden W. P., CoL Agr. E"p. Sa. Bu!. 110 (1906). 
Z. CatUn C· N., unpubIl.hed ","cord,. Cheml~al Dept. Ari., !",r. Exp. Sta. 
3. Di""~~ S. P., Nev. Agr. E%p. Sta. BuL 72 (l~0Il). 

COMPOSITION OF DIFFERENT PARTS(l) 

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION 
8ec=d cutting, plantl! In medll1Ul. biOOItI. 

_______________________ I_Wh __ '_'._'_'_.'_'_, __ ~ ___ "_,. __ i ~.ru. l __ m_,_w_,_" __ 
twenty-eight inches hig-h I 

I .. " i Proportion of whole plant, green ..... 
Proportion of whole plant, dr~·. . .. ..1 
Moisture in green substance...... ' 
Dry matter in green substance .... 

~:: ;:::::::: :::::::: .... : : : .: . : : I 
Crude protein in water-free SUbstance. 
Albuminoids in water-free substance .. 
Crude fiber in wa.ter-free substance ... 
Carbohydrates (starch etc.) in water-

free substance ........... . 

100.00 43,:'17 
100.00 42.iVi 
79.20 flO 37 
20'0 a'J.1}3 
10.20 13.45 
2.53 4.50 

16.86 25 27 
14.2(; HI. 81 
33.49 13. 1 ti 

37.03 : 4:~.62 

I 50 7!l II 
58 41 
41.59 

7 tin I 
0.99 I 
8 26 

J 8.16 
52 8t1 

30.35 

7.08 
6.85 

BO.77 
39.23 
'.00 
2.02 

28. tJ4 
25.00 
15.04 

45.29 
1. From WMtBoe, J. A., Alfalfa, Ch~m.iClt1 Life HI.twy. uuo!! Agf. E~p. & .. R ... l No 4f' (IRQ?) 
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DRY MATTER AND DIG£STIBLE FOOD INGREDIENTS OF ALFALFA COM

PARED WITH THAT OF OTHER STOCK FOODSCl) 

PERCENT DIGESTIBLE FOOD INGREDIENT 

Wheat I . , 
Green Air-dry Green I Air_dry i Green com Ail"-wy corn 
alfalfa alfalfa "'= timothy timothy forage, forqe. 

"" hay whole pl~nt whole plant 
------

Dry matter ... .. ... 28.2 91.6 

I 

88.5 38.4 86.8 20.7 57.8 
Protein ..... . . ... 3.89 10.58 12.01 2.28 2.89 1.10 2.48 
Carbohydrates .. 11.20 37.33 

I 
41.23 23.71 43.72 12.08 33.38 

Fat ........ ..... 0.41 1.38 2.87 0.77 1.43 0.37 1.15 
Fuel value 

51,5_911 Calories pro 100 1bs ... 29,798, 94,936: 111,138 92,729 26,076 71,5~ .. 
1 U. S. Dept. Agr. Yea:r Book, 181l6, p. 60~. 

FERTU,IZING CONSTl'fUENTS IN ALFALFA AND STUBBUt 

l_eleieo'e'le, 00 I ·~!I··! .• ° 
,~i I'! '~. I~~ l:l h~ ~:s .. ~". " ';btl~5~ "". ~ ,,:;.8 g "'1' §~l! ll! 1tx "!l' .... ~::; <~ ~.t! ~~" ~o o .. ~ oo~'°8.~ &:~:aj&:~~ "" CI. p." p.~ Ilo"" 11lo'aQ, Ilo.t:l,,( Q, i'5 •• 

1-------'---c---~ 
Greenhay' ......... 75.302.250.72 .130.5614.4 2.611.2 .. . .'.- .. '" 
Air dry hay' .... ... 6.55 7.07 2.19 0.51 1.68 43.8 10.2 33.6 . .. . .. .. . " 
Air dry' stubble 

and 6 in. of roots " . 4.24 1.82 .42 0.78 36.4- .8.4- 15.6 5721 104.1 24.0 44.6 
Roots below 6 in.a . " " 0.75 0.22 0.71 15.0 4.4

1

14.210380 77.1 22.6 73.0 
Total stubble .. d 

roots air dryS " . ,.. ,. ,. ,. ,. " .. I .. i16001 181.2 46.6 117.6 

L U. S. Dept. A~. y~,... Book 1896 p. 611. 
2. Compiledfrom Readden, W. P. Alfalfa. Col .Au. J!xp. Sta. aul. No. So (1896) p. 56-60 

The stuhble and root determinations were made on a g<>od vLoorntt3 stand of alfalfa five yeara 
old. AIralfa ohtains it!. supply of nittogm largtly from the air. An other conrutuents must oome 
from the soil. 'l'hb crop therefore 1>me6t!. the soilla adelia&, hl1W1J9 ... ad nitrogeu to it but depleter 
It ill pholphorie add, pata5h and the oth« mlaetal <IOa~tlt .... nts. 
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GRADES OF 4XFAUM H VY BsT\BUSHED BY THE NAlIONAIv HAY
ASSOCIATION

Choice Alfalfa Shall be reasonably fine, leafy alfalfa of bright
green color, properly cured, sound, sweet and well baled.

No. 1 Alfalfa: Shall be coarse alfalfa of natural color, or rea-
sonably fine, leafy alfalfa of good color, and may contain 5 percent
of foreign grasses, must be well baled, sound and sweet.

No. 2 Alfalfa: Shall include alfalfa somewhat bleached, but of
fair color, reasonably leafy,not more than one-eighth foreign grasses,
sound and well baled.

No. S Alfalfa: Shall include bleached alfalfa, or alfalfa mixed
with not to exceed one-fourth foreign grasses, but when mixed must
be of fair color, sound and well baled

No Grade Alfalfa: Shall include all alfalfa not good enough for
other grades, caked, musty, greasy or threshed.


